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PREFACE

It is our intention in this paper to study the pro--

gram of adult education presently being applied in Chile

and to judge its success as a pedagogical and social

technique,- considering what.kind of wider application it

could have- in Latin Aterica and other-areas, in the future.

This' particular program in literacy-and technical

training deserves our attention because it preients some

rather revolutionary concepts, both in its pedagogical

innovativeness and in_its sociologic overtones. Capable of

rapidly, disseminating technical skill's to the illiterate or

formerly passive, it also-involves processes which awaken

a more critical judgement and motivates the individual for

active involvement in society. The program could provoke a'

revolution in education or even' a,political revolution, but

whatever, we find that change is an implicit, central factor.

This paper intends to trace the historical develop-

ment of the Chilean program, -to treat briefly, some of the

theoretical concepts behind this effort, and to make a

critical analysis of the current program being applied in

Chile. Finally, we will make a comparison between.this
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edticational effort and others being applied in Latin

America, and assess the program in terms -of political and

economic considerations. We must consider such topics as

political culture, government policies, and programs in

educational and agrarian reform. In turn, there enter the

social philosophies of education, politics and economics,,

in addition to more traditional philosophies. These consid-

eratiOns are imbortanfu if we are to. give the program a

'thorough critical assessment wand draw satisfactory conclu-,

riiOnsabout. its fixture propects.
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CHAPTER I

LATIN AMERICAN EDUCATION

It is conceivable for one to give a rather discour-

aging view of,many aspects of education in Latin America.

All too often it is dysfunctional, failing to meet the

requirements of these societies, either in basic or more

sophisticated types of education. High illiteracy rates

are common as well as imbalanced university programs. What,

is worse, Latin American educational programs:tend to re-

flect, even intensify, many of the disparities of their own

societies. Finally, in projecting toward the future, one

begins to wonder if their present school systems can have

any future there at all.

When we look at the problem of illiteracy in Latin

America, we observe that the number of illiterates is rising

in absolute terms. This can easily be verified by examining

any of several official documents on the subject published

by international institutions, such as UNESCO.

These statistics reveal that there are several coun-

tries where the number of illiterates goes up every year.

For example, in Brazil, there were a few more than 6 million

illiterates in 1900; in 1960 there were 15 million. Colombia

in 1918 had a little ov.vr 2 million illiterates, while by

1
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1960 there were more than 3 million. Mexico in 1900 had

7.( million; by 1960 there were more than 10 million. To

date this type of regional increase in illiteracy has not

been halted.

It is possible to associate a number of social ills

more or less directly with these problems of illiteracy.

Illiterates tend to be isolated, low in productivity and

low in personal income. A study by William F. Marquardt

(University of Illinois)-and Richard W. Cortright (the Adult

Education Clearing House, National Association for Public

School Adult Education) 1
reveals that illiteracy in Latin

America relates convincingly to indications of marginality,

low exposure to mass media, apathy, lack of agricultural and

home innovativeness, 'low achievement motivation, and minimal

political knowledge and "sociometric opinion leadership"--

.all fundamental liabilities to economic development and

social modernization.

Thus, for example in seven countries (Trinidad and

Tobago, Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Costa Rica, Jamaica and

Cuba), comprising 18% of Latin America's population, the

illiteracy level in 1968 averaged out to.be a comparatively

low 15% of the population, while the relatively high average

1
Marquardt and Cortright: "Review of Contemporary

Research on Literacy and Adult Education in Latin America,"
In Latin American Research Review (Latin American Studies
Associatiora, Vol.III, No. 3, pp. 47 - 69.
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annual per capita income was close to $480, with a rural

population of onlY-Some 30%. In eight countries not quite

so well off with respect to illiteracy (Mexico, Panama,

Equador, Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil,. Paraguay and Peru),

with-70% of the region's population, the illiteracy rate

averaged 330, while per capita income averaged to a somewhat

lower $325, and there was a more considerable rural popu-

lation of 50%. Finally, 'in the third group there were seven

countries (El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,

Dominican Republic, Haiti and Bolivi4 with 10% of the

area's population, suffering from a relatively high illit-

eracy rate of 57;;, while earning a comparatively low average

personal income' of some 8210, and with a substantial 70% of

the population, living in rural areas.
2

From-the above statistics we can draw the conclusion

that the majority of the illiterates correspond to marginal

and rural social areas, defined by such factors as geography,

income and participation in the national economy. We can

also postulate that the growth in absolute terms of the

number of illiterates will continue in the future to sap

the region's need for more sophisticated manpower, make

any social modernization increasingly more difficult, and

possibly lead to violence as burgeoning birth rates fill

2
Statistics compiled from the "World Population Data

Sheet--1968" published by the Information Service, Popula-
tion Reference Bureau, Washington, D. C., 1968.



the empty spaces with the technologically unemployable.

These people cannot work in high paying industrial jobs;

similarly they cannot help promote these industries as con-

sumers; they will remain marginal liabilities to the process

of development.

On the other hand, one should be aware of the effort

being made by the Latin American nations during these last

few years to expand their educational systems. According to

UNESCO estimates, the percentage of pubIlic funds spent on the

area's education went from 16.6% to 17.9% between 1962 and

1964 alone. Meanwhile the number of enrollments between 1955

and 1965 registered the following increases: 72% at the

primary level; 120% at the secondary school level; 114% in

higher education enrollment.

Nevertheless, one should note that even these advances

in the school systems reflect mainly an increase in the

volume of educational services available. What is not shown

by the statistics is that despite these new efforts, there

have been few cases where the objectives of this education
INA

have been critically re- evaluated. Consequently, we find

that all too often Latin American education conforms to the

values of traditional societies, without questioning whether

or not these concepts are worthy of emulation and continued

propagation. Seymour Martin Lipset, the noted American

sociologist, concludes that "most analysts of Latin American
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education agree that,. at both university and secondary

school levels, the content of education still reflects the

values of a landed upper class."3

We find that the university educational systems main-

tain and contribute toward this traditionalist orientation

of Latin American education, marked as it is principally

by a cultural discrimination against the masses. Molding

the intellectual, who is later going to be largely respon-

sible for the mediation of new values, the fo.rmulation of

social ideology, and the creation of the national and collec-

tive self-image, these institutions tend thereby to maintain

and..augment the upper class prejudices which have charac-

terized the region since the t5mes of the colonies.

In addition to forms of cultural discrimination, the

opportunity for higher education renains closed to many

because of the expense and insufficient supply of scholar-

ship funds available. The slow progress of democratization

in education enables the formation of an elitist group on

one hand, directing ,hese countries politically and econ-

omically, while on the other, most are being condemned to

the practice of certain manual chores which do not demand a

knowledge of reading, writing or other skills, nor contri-

bute substantially to the wealth of these nations.

3 Seymour Martin Lipset: "Values, Education, and Entre-
preneurship," in Lipset and Aldo Solari: Elites in Latin
America (New York: Oxford University Press, YTK: p. 190.



Still another aspect of the dysfunctionality of

university education in Latin America is the excess number

of courses in*the humanities. In Haiti for example, where

the rural population is 85%, the university law school is

responsible for no less than 42% of the entire enrollment.

This is*the situation which with great frequency is seen

throughout Latin America, with a few notable exceptions,

such as Argentina. In-general, the humanities tend to have

an extraordinarily large percentage of the student body,

which.leads to manpower developments inappropriate for

economic growth and social modernization.

The low level of scientific and technological devel-

opment in these countries tends to determine and reflect

low, levels of production ana productivity, and makes progress

in the research and application of new techniques an oblig-

atory goal of any education development plan. Whether

talking about expanding the current social structure in its

present form as conservatives advocate. , or speaking more

radically about social change with economic development,

the demand for all levels of technologists figures in funda-

mentally. Consequently Latin American higher education is

currently hard-pressed to adjust and expand twice over to

meet the technological needs of 1980. Neanwhile.however,

Latin American universities continue to give preference to

the socially prestigious careers in the humanities, irres-

pective of the requirements of society.



New demands on education in Latin America are never-

theless, beginning to be felt. Latin Americans have long

been aware of the never-ending circle of economic causes

and effects which characterize their underdeveloped condi-

tion. They are aware, for example, that low productivity

yields small profits, which limit research and development,

which in turn help maintain productivity and profitability

at their present low levels. However, only recently have

they begun to view these problems in the larger context of

social structures and political cultures,' noting how prob-

lems of an economic nature can be related to, and even

antagonized by, these various interrelating facets of soci-

ety. Consequently, "development" today is becoming more

frequently associated with the need for social change.

From their point of view, social marginality is a normal

product of the functioning of the present structures, and

a fundamental liability in the process of development.

Now there is increasing demand that education adjust itself__

to this type of problem and take part in the social changes

the situation seems to require. Because of,this new think-

ing, the new demands on education in Latin America are no

longer likely to be restricted to the theoretical and

applied sciences, but also increasingly involve the talents

of the social sciences and the conscientious citizen.
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These countries are moving toward new political and

social cultures in which participation seems to be the key

feature, linked with the belief that the ordinary man and

his interests are, socially relevant. In pcilitics there is

_a redefining of interests and intentions, as seen, for

example,, in the recent social revolution in Peru, directed

toward elements heretofore considered marginal and irrel-

evant. Similarly in the wider context of "culture," we

see this-same tendency clearly in evidence in. Mexico, where

anthropologists'backed by important groups are attempting

to rediscover and emulate some of the original indigenous

practices of their culture.

While Latin America has found it relatively easy to

modernize to a certain extent the educational system in

fields directly related to the economy, principally through

the incorporation of new techniques in teaching, it has been

paiticularly difficult for them to,change the content of

courses in the social sciences and to put these schools to

work in the service of constructing a new society. Lipset

reports that "links with politics or religion have involved

diffuse role obligations in which faculty have not been free

to teach or publish findings in violation of the ideologies

of groups which they are a part."4 This considerably limits

4
Ibid.. P. 41.

1
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the abilitiesof.these institutions to fill their role as a

critical conscience at the service of the nation, and a

center through which society can critically look within

itself and formulate goals.

As" a social institution in Latin America, education

has tended to act in a conservative manner with regard to

-social integration and cultural change. This is largely

due to the fact that a common history of policy'formation

is shared with a number of other social institutions. These

institutions typically interact in such a way as to protett

their own vested interest, a factor which gives them an

inherent bias against a redefinition of policies and Objec-

tives. Thus on one hand, the educational systems of Latin

America have been fairly competent in actin J.lanovate

changes in the natural and applied sciences, principally

enlarging their commitments in these areas so vital for

technological development, while on the other; these systems

generate a great deal of internal resistance to efforts to

modernize and apply new programs in the social sciences,

where the very nature of the material implies the consid-

eration of alternative social orientations which might

threaten the existing arrangements. While technological

advancement and social change tend to be seen as symbiotic

in society, they also tend to demand that the educational

system function in different ways. Technological development
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requires the application of greater resources, while Social

change invariably involves a reorientation of objectives

and,a reordering ci social values.

Confronted, with a society committed 'to .development,

Latin American education tends to dedicate itself to prepare,

in a rational and well-planned manner, the human resources

necessary for the technological requirements of economic

growth. At the same time, it tends to, ct in a conservative

fashion, communicating the moral valtes necessary to legit-
.

imize.the traditional duality of the ,system (hose that

participate and those who do not), pr failing that, it pro-

hibits those who are marginal to the economic or cultural

society the conditions for self-development needed for an

affirmation of their creative capacity; and consequently

thereby denying their meaningful participation 'in the soci-

ety's development.

This tendency is in evidence at many levels of educa-

tion, as in the case with the adult illiterate. When the

illiterate is not simply ignored and thereby denied his

right to participate, all t000ften he is taught the mere

mechanics of reading and writing and always as a cultural

donation from above--from the state, private or religious

igro ps--whose textbooks show an incognizance of the illit-

erate's creative capacity and interests as a human being.
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Wheh the reading materials reflect extraneous situations and

values, they appear absurdly irrelevant to the illiterate.

Consequently, while the illiterate may learn a few

words and how to write his name, very likely he will not

grasp the significance of these skills as he can apply them

to himself personally. He will remain in his typically

passive and ingenous state and will soon forget what little

he has learned. Socially dominant groups tend to take

programs of this sort as definitive proof of the so-called

inherent incapacity of the illiterate, an opinion even the

illiterate is then unable to counter. The net result is

that the status quo has been maintained and the marginal

position of the illiterate has been legitimized. With lit-

eracy as one of the prime prerequisite for social integration

and participation, this is one of the best examples of how

education has acted in a conservative manner to preserve the

established social structure.

In the traditional sector of education, one can find

a remarkably similar situation. Secondary education in most

Latin American schools consists largely of the memorization

of certain facts or refrains for later recitation upon exam-

ination. Problem solving and original self-expression are

not generally stressed, and where they are emphasized,

students are not encouraged to give them application to

social issues. These schools 'are largely ascriptive in their
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appointment, admission and grading policies, and organized

es a preparation for higher education, particularly for the

type of education provided in the faculties of law. Uncon-

sciously in their formative years, students in these

societies are taught that inequality is inevitable and even

just, while they eventually come to expect relatively pres-

tigious positions in society' as a birthright. The student

thereby becomes accomodated to the distortions and prejudices

of his society; indeed, he becomes a part of them.

Because of the already limited funds and facilities,

. when a, person fails to progress sufficiently in these school

systems, he is dropped. Very likely he will remain where

he was forced to quit, and his only future opportunities- -

if any--will be in vocational education. Thus, while the

educational system provides some with the opportunities for

social mobility, it tends to school others into a position

of confinement, marked by sentiments of inferiority, from

which there are very few chances for self-liberation. A

person dropped after six or seven years of education, foi"

example, finds himself little better off than the illiterate.

The high level ottechnology today lowers the social advan-

tages achieved even a generation ago with merely a few years

of elementary education. Today, a person in that position

has merely proven to himself and others that he is incapable
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of further progress and thereby legitimized his position

near the bottom of the social ladder.

In addition to these problems, cost factors in Latin

American education deserve consideration and concern. While

"free elementary education for all" is a principle written

into almost every Latin American constitution, still fewer

than a third of any national age group gets beyond the sixth

grade level. At the same time, less than one percent grad-

uate with a university education. Still, no government is

currently expending less than about 18% of its budget on

these programs, and some are spending in excess of 30%.

Costa Rica currently devotes 33% of its budget to education,

thereby showing one of the lowest illiteracy rates in Latin

America, a still rather substantial 15%.

In order to reliably offer twelve years of schooling

for everyone, foreign aid would have to be increased to

perhaps 30% of the area's combined national budgets. Need-

less to say, while such funds are nowhere in sight, neither

would these countries find that kind of massive aid accept-

able to their national autonomy and pride. For similar

reasons, it is not likely that:other national expenditures

would be appreciably redirected in order to free the neces-

sary, funds. Anything short of titanic efforts would most

likely lead to more education for the few at the neglect of

the many. Meanwhile, we can expect the cost of education
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to Increase rapidly with the progress of technological soph-

istication.

One begins to wonder whether the concept of universal

schooling, as presently conceived in the developed countries,

has any real future in Latin America; certainly the standing

commitments are insufficient. It is worth the time and

opportunity now, it seems, to give the subject some critical

reflection with an eye open for innovative suggestions.

From the philosophical point of view, and in terms of more

practical criteria, we should ask what we mean by the term

"education" and then proceed to make that concept real,

exercising the greatest economies possible in both time and

physical resources.

While a detailed discussion of the philosophies con-

cerning education is beyond the scope of this work, we might

reflect briefly upon the basic purposes of education and the

assumptions upon which they are based. By education we hope

to 1) make the individual more valuable to himself, and

2) more valuable to others. Moreover, in any theory of edu-

cation, we note that the objective is more than merely the

linear transmission of knowledge for its own sake; education

is an enriching, process by which we aspire to become "more"

or "better," and hence concerns a series of moral and human-

!tartan notions embracing both and individual and his society.5

5Education aspires to develop in the individual and the
collectivity a critical view of reality, a confidence in
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Speaking in more pragmatic terms, we look toward

education to help rectify social deficiencies. Then we

tend to talk about such concepts as "development," "modern-

ization" and "democracy"--and very often we talk about them

all at once. Education, in addition to improving our tech-

nical capacity, comes to play an important role by creating

the necessary psychological orientations toward such social

objectives. Harold D. Lasswell, for example, has gone to

great lengths in specifying the personality characteristics

of the "democratically oriented individual" developed throUgh

education. Among these he includes:

1) an 'open ego,' by which (is meant) a warm and inclusive
attitude toward other human beings; 2) a capacity for sharing
values with others; 3) a multi-valued rather than single-
valued orientation; L) trust and confidence in the6human
environment, and 5) relative freedom from anxiety.

freedom and in one's creative capacity, a cooperative spirit,a sense of group solidarity and social discipline, a promo-
tion of the common good, a capacity for generosity and
sacrifice, a dedication to work and the acceptance of risk innew ventures; efficiency, rationality in the assignment ofroles and benefits, respect for the opinions of others, etc.;all important in the realization of basic social goals.
While no system of education fully attains all these goals,the list as such serves to delineate the bounds of optimismfor our purposes.

6
Harold D. Lasswell, from Gabriel A. Almond and Sidney

Verba: The Civic Culture, Political Attitudes and Democrac
in Five NatfERETBoston: Little, Brown and Co., 19 5
PP. 9 - 10. Almond and Verba go on to include "active citi-
zen participation in civic affairs,. . .a high level of
information about public affairs, and. . .a high level of
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Such an opinion suggests that rather than serve to transmit

legal and institutional norms, education to a larger extent

shapes attitudes which come to characterize or even limit

social prospects. Education not only develops'an academic

appreciation of techniques and processes (i.e., "scientific

methodology" and "democratic processes") but often can be an

actual practice in such terms, later to be generally applied

to the individual's endeavors and even incorporated into

his-personality. The psychological factor becomes even more

significant when we consider the fact that educational back-

grounds shared among like-minded peers remain mutually rein-

forcing in precisely these elements (techniques, practices,

mentalities, personalities and social relationships) long

after formal schooling has been completed.7

As we might expect, and as countless empirical studies

demonstrate, the normative differences between the educated

information about public affairs, and.
. a widespread sense

of civic responsibility" (Ibid.). Almond and Verba reached
their conclusions after studying the social cultures of
Great Britain, the United States, Germany, Italy and Mexico.

As a correlate',:it can be said that through these
effects of education men become at least free for political
and social action, although whether and how they use their
capacity depends upon other factors. Education for example
undoubtedly increases one's awareness of the political system,
but whether he comes to support it or react hostily against
it depends upon a number of other factors outside of edu-
cation, per se. This is an opinion we hold in agreement
with Almond and Verba, op. cit., p. 319.
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and those with little or no education are substantial, 8

The less educated strata of the population tends to consti-

tute subjected and parochial subcultures, largely marginal

to the aspirations of the national culture. The significant

point is that these groups are cut off, denied even the

minimal educational credentials needed for participation.

Their only remaining options are those of oppressed people

everywhere; submission within the existing cultural order,

accomodation by some other means (commitment to a reservation

or other transplantation), or some combination of these two.

To the extent that we eulogize democracy and define

it in terms of universal participation and a sharing among

the people of the decision makihg processes, then we note

from the above how important a role education plays in its

feasibility. Without education, we cannot expect an indi-

vidual to participate critically in a government of

democracy; the only alternative for the uneducated is to be

ruled by someone else. Many feel this is precisely the

reason why democracy in Latin America has had such a limited

success; cor.cerpondingly, they see its future to a large

extent dependent upon the progress that cata be made in edu-

cation.

Due to the interrelation of education with other

social institutions, it is particularly difficult to talk

8
Ibid., PP. 317 - 318.
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about education.in isolation, as we have already noted.

Therefore, if the time is right for innovation in education,

we must develop it in relation to social changes, needs,

and aspiration, while considering such philosophical concepts

as what may constitute an education and an educated man.

Let us turn now to a discussion of one of the alter-

natives, a new educational theory being developed and applied

in Latin America today.



CHAPTER II

THE THEORY OF THE PSYCHO-SOCIAL METHOD

One of Latin America's strongest critics of education

has been Paulo Freire, a Brazilian more recently working in

an institute of the Chilean Agrarian Reform program. Though

he narbors a variety of pedagogical interests, he is known

above all for his radical method of literacy training for

adults. For his work in this important field, he has

received both praise and condemnation. He is currently the

subject of great controversy in Latin America. His essays

have been heralded as "pedagogy of change," "demogogic," and

"promoting subversion." Freire has voluntarily exiled him-

self from his native Brazil, following a seventy-day period

of imprisonment and intimidation from the military regime

which overthreW the Brazilian government of President Goulart

in 1964, and still is in power there.

Professor Freire criticizes traditional Latin American

education for "resting on the (mere) sonority of words, the

memorization of paragraphs: for being unrelated to reality/

for its tendency to consider the media of learning in the

most simplistic manner. n9 He sees the Latin's predilection

9 Paulo Freire, La educac1.6n como prActica de la libertad
(Santiago, Chile: Instituto de Capacitaci6n e Investigac16n
en Reforma Agraria, 1969), P. 87. I have taken the liberty

19



for verbalism reflected in their national politics. There

is an excessive emphasis on discourse and the "rounding

out of sentences, which is an oral manifestation.
. .reveal-

ing before anything else a mental attitude. . .almost devoid

of profundity." He finds at the roots of their empty verb-

alism, their aemocratic inexperience and a mental attitude

which prejudices against the critical consciousness needed

for individual fulfillment and social democracy. 10

Freire's conception of educational theory throws out

the principles behind mechanical memorization of phrases,

words and syllables. Idle memorization cannot bring life

and meaning to the subject at hand. He feels that somehow

learning must bring with it and develop an:_ attitude of

creativity which will transform the individual into a fertile

and productive entity. 11

More'specifically Freire criticizes traditional liter-

acy training for being "ingenuous" ("Father and Mother went

of making my own translations of the authoi's words wherever
. I have found it convenient to cite his work in this paper.

This Chilean edition is a translation by the author of
the original Brazilian edition (1967) and contains a preface
for Chilean readers by Francisco Weffort. In addition,
there exists a Venezuelan translation (without introduction),
and editions to be published in New York and Paris were being
anticipated in 1969. Much of what follows in this chapter
comes from the Chilean edition.

10
Ibid., p. 87.

11
Ibid., p. 99.
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with John'to pass their vacation in the house of Uncle

Peter"12.), "domesticating" and "alienating" (because never

are real problems of the people concerned referred to) and

"apprehensive of freedom" (because if represses a person's

freedom to choose and discuss his own words and concepts).

Freire proposes an alternative method of education, whereby

he invites the student to criticize reality and thereby

become conscious of his being "dated and situated" in the

world. He hopes to develop a "critical view" in the indi-

vidual, designed to allow him to self-discover how his work

and very existence transform reality to suit new and expanded

purposes.

For some Freire's interest in a persons's first

letters appears exaggerated. It is more easily understood

if we realize that the Brazilian was a professor of his

native tongue and loves language as only a philologist can.

The essence of education to Professor Freire is to develop

the proper use of words, to facilitate the expression of

ideas. (In addition, Dr. Freire was professor of the history

and philosophy'of education at the University of Recife,

12
Another favorite example of Professor Freire is "Eva

dio la uva a la ave," which means "Eve gave the grape to the
bird." While the phrase was obviously chosen for its phon-
etic composition, one cannot help noting how absurd its
meaning is. This can be particularly true in areas of Latin
America where there are few women named Eva, few grapes, and
of course even fewer birds with an appetite for vineyard
produce.
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Pernambuco, Brazil, until 1964, which further qUalifies him

as a professional educational theorist).

To Freire each word has two dimensions which cannot

be dichotomized: reflection and action. A true word, at

once 1) reflects man's podition in the world, and 2) directs

his "ontological vocation" of transforming it to meet his own

specifications and requirements. If words AO not propose

action, then we fall prey to verbalism; or, if there is no

reflection involved, the tendency is toward irrelevant

activism. It is from this great esteem for the central

position of language in our lives and an observation of

"great social inquietude" that he goes on to develop a theory

of education relevant to the contemporary social situation.

In Brazil's northeastern province of Pernambuco, that

nations's most impoverished area, Freire reportedly grew

up a*child of misery and hunger. Today he speaks emotion-

ally about his filends who played with him in the streets

and later came to die young of tuberculosis. He asks himself

why they died instead of he himself. One might expect that

he succeeded because of his natural fortitude and capacity,

but. he denies this. They died, he says, because they asked

for food in the streets and received it, staying permanently

dependent upon these hand-outs. Instead, he felt shame

living like that and robbed discretely in order to stay alive
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and break out of that lowest of vicious circles. By the time

his generation entered the national university, he had just

begun his secondary education. 13

From all this comes his strong humanitarian inspir-

ation and dedication as a ma' and ,educators "to struggle for

a world in whiCh children are not hungry without knowing

why, a world in which they can laugh, play and enjoy living;

and a world in which all men can love, can create and make
.

themselves more." 14 These lifetime experiences, and his

educational attainments and aspirations qualify him as a

dedicated authority.

As a humanistic educator, Paulo Freire states that

it is more important from his educational point of view that

a peasant learn that "pals" (shovel) is an object of culture,

created by men to anwer the challenge of their existence,

intended to allow them to make themselves more, and that

in the hands of the farmer it is an instrument with which to

transform the world--than merely the composite of two sylla-

bles "pa" and "la." The essence, he feels, is not to talk

or read mechanically, but to consciously realize that saying

a word is at once "discovering oneself to be a man, discovering

the world, demythologizing reality. . .transforming the .

13 Elena Vial, "El silabario de la revoluci6n," Ercilla
(edition unknown), 1969.

14 Ibid.
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world. . .and becoming an individual."15 Significantly, he

observes that this is not possible in traditional types of

education where the paternalistic instructor considers stu-

dents to be "empty jars" in which learning is often deposited

"from above."

The relative positions of the teacher and pupil are

very important considerations, Freire feels, because of the

effects these may come to have on the student. Culture

being regarded as closely linked with literacy, 16 implies

that the teacher is magnanimously bestowing his "superior"

culture on the ignorant student. This intensifies a sense

of subordination and worthlessness that many students, and

'particularly the adult illiterate student as a member of the

lower class, have already experienced. This kind of educa-

tion, if it implies social domestication and compartmental-

ization cannot thereby be the hope of self-liberation that

it is meant to be. In such societies as those of Latin

America, we can expect this kind of experience to further

exaggerate any fatalistic attitudes and the already dominant

paternalistic nature of class relations.

Freire aspires to a new context for education, where

it would become a "process involving values, forming

15 Ibid.

16
Culto in both Spanish and Portuguese connotes a polished

literary style.
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mentalities and leading to social and political conse-

quences,
17

irrespective of the mere technical skills acquired

in the process. Because of this, the technique which Pro-

fessor Freire developed for adult literacy training is also

known as the "psycho-social method" (when it is not simply

referred to as the "Freire method"). It is precisely for

"psycho-social" reasons that the method rejects what has

been the common usage of children's texts for adult illit-

erates and the introduction of urban middle class images and

values unrelated to the problems and interests of the chiefly

rural adult illiterate, and a whole series of other miscon-

ceived and misdirected intentions and practices of traditional

education. Nothing can be more alienating, he states for

example, than the forced introduction of inappli,lable advice

and unrelated values contaminating the reading material,

which so often is done at the insistence and even initiative

of foreign groups renown for their contempt of regional and .

local cultures not their own.

Professor Freire asks himself why these people should

be taught how to read and write. He explains that he is

confronted with "societies in transition" where the

challenges and policies of development necessarily imply

transformation. Backwardness, dependence and immobility are

17
Thomas G. Sanders, "The Paulo Freire Method," West

Coast South America Series, Vol. XV, No. 1, p. 2.
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being replaced by new economic orientations, industrial-

ization and greater class mobility. Politically and cultur-

ally, closed societies are now moving toward greater openness

in which traditional themes such as democracy, popular

participation, liberty, property and authority are increas-

ingly being viewed in new contexts. Accordingly each new

population must learn how to deal effectively with these new

situations as they develop. Freire asks if it is necessarily

desireable or proper now to teach the values and role

orientations*of a traditional, pre-industrial society. If

not, what then can be done to adopt an education relevant

both now and in the future?

Analyzing Brazilian'society between 1960 and 1963,

Freire became convinovd that alongside the economist, soci-

ologist and other specialists, it was the role of the edu-

cator in his own right to provide an interpretation and

orientation during this epoch of transition. What this

required was an educational technique-that would in itself

provide the impetus for a critical evaluation of the situ-

ation as well as initiate the development of a critical

judgement among those participating in the program. This

would be the kind of education capable of moving the

individual from a position of passive ingenuousness to one

of active, critical participation. This in turn was seen as

a way to put the Brazilian man in a position resistant to
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the powers of emotion and instinct pernitious to his own

personal and social development. It was apparent to Freire

that the emotions and irrationalities of traditional preju-

dices would have to give way to a more and more rational,

intellectual environment. Development, he observed, involves

much more than complex technical and political questions and

economic or structural reforms it encompasses also a complete

change of mentality. Thus he saw a need for an education

that would bring both effective decision making and socio-

political responsibility. 18

In sociological terms, Freire reasoned that any sepa-

ration between those who are knowledgeable and those who are

not (like the separation between the elites and the masses)

is only the fruit of historical circumstance and can and

should be transformed for pragmatic and humanitarian reasons..

Citing the American sociologist Upset, he asserts that

unless another mentality is reached, the dominant class in

society will continue as in the past to "see the political

rights of the lower classes, particularly their integration

into the power structure, as something absurd and immoral."19

According to Freire's view of Brazil in its transi-

tional period where traditional and modern values were

almost everywhere in conflict, the cultural climate contained

18
Freire, op. cit., pp. 79 - 81..

19
Ibid.



the mere possibility of democratic development, but did not

necessarily assure such an orientation. He reasoned that

democracy, before it can be considered as a political form,

must already be prevalent in the society, and readily

observed with its nature of critical social debate among

diverse and participating sectors. Democratic action of any

type requires not only the consent of the people, but their

active and intdlligent participation. This was not the case

in Brazil..
20

To assure democracy in the future, Freire felt that

the populace - -all classes--must come to possegSat least a

minimum of those technical skills and critical attitudes

necessary for perceptive and rational participation. This

he found requires first that those unreflective "ingenuous"

and'"magical" attitudes frequently held by the upper and

lower classes, respectively, become increasingly more

"critical" in nature. In this way the people would be

transformed into politically active citizens, or at least

politically free for political participation. The Brazil-

ian case demonstrated the particular importance of developing

each individual's critical capacity and consciousness.

Freire observed that the principle of "one man, one vote"

did not assure true democracy in Brazil because often the

masses were unwittingly manipulated by middle men (the

20
Ibid., p. 76.
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populist leaders), who were in turn manipulated by the

elites. In this manner, the dominated peasant was all the

more likely to legitimize his own oppression.

By the "ingenuous" attitude mentioned above, Freire

refers.to those who typically give a most simplistic inter-
pretation of the problems confronting them. He continues:
they are apt to consider the best time to be that of the
past; they underestimate the capacity of the common man;
they are exceptionally gregarious and anxious to separate

themselves from the masses; they dislike taking recourse
to investigation and are thereforeinclined to make explan-
ations in terms of mere fable; they are weak in making
rational argument and tend toward an emotional irrationality;
and they are not interested in dialogue, but polemics.

Freire writes that "the ingenuous consciousness. . .believes
that it is superior to the facts, manipulating these facts
from outside reason and by so doing feels itself free to

interpret these facts in the manner which suits itself
best .''21

The "magical" consciousness, on the other hand, does

not manipulate the facts, but upon observing them, attri-
butes their existence to a superior power that seems to

capriciously control destiny. These people consequently

are willing to subjugate themselves docilely to a

21
Ibid., p. 94.
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never-changing state of mere existence, feeling hopelessly

incapable of overcoming their circumstances. A symptom of

this frame of mind is the attitude of fatalism which makes

them cross their arms, defeated by a supernatural power.

Typically, this is almost everywhere the conscious of the

illiterate and peasant population living at a subsistence

level.

Those that possess the ingenuous attitude are the

ones that want to "domesticate" the masses and isolate them

from political and social participation as much as possible,

Freire observed. The "magical" consciousness, on the other

hand, is quite willing to adapt to these pressures of the

elite, and is facilitated by all kinds of mythical inter-

pretations developed for rapid and complete assimilation.

The simple man, thus subjugated and directed by the power

of myths that certain powerful social forces have created

for him, under these circumstances becomes tragically fearful

of his situation, and what is more, comes to fear his very,

existence among other men. Freire notes that these people

possess a seemingly unbelievable willingness to accept their

imposed subhuman and inferior status.

Men in order to achieve the capacity to live among

one another must replace raw instinct and emotion with more

rational thinking. Thus in sharp contrast with the two

attitudes held by an overwhelming majority of the Brazilian
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population, Freire advocated a "critical consciousness"

based on the representation of objects and data as they are

given to be by empiricism. While the ingenuous and super-

stitious attitudes are above reality, a critical conscious-

ness is characteriLed by its integration with reality.
22

Freire insists upon "integration," not "accomodation,"

in the human sphere. An integration with reality results in

the usage of all our capacities to transform it and opt

among various possibilities, choosing that option which

benefits most. In this manner integration with reality is

active, whereas accomodation is passive. When a man takes

part in decision making, he is integrated and active; when

he is accomodated by others, he is passive. The observance

of the passive aspect in a human being shows that this is

not a man capable of transforming reality to better his

position. To the contrary, he has been forced to change

himself and adapt like an animal in order to protect himself.

When a man loses his freedom and capabity to choose among

different plans of action, he becomes subjugated to the

foreign prescriptions of others. When this happens the man

is minimized, adjusted, manipulated and accomodated. 23

The course of action undertaken by the active critical

consciousness, integrated with reality, is very different

22-
Ibid.

23 Ibid., P. 127.
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from those of"the ingenuous mentality (with its simplistic

monologue) or the magical consciousness (with its super-

stitious fatalism). Central to the critical consciousness

is the analysis and resolution of problems by "dialogue"

among men, which contrasts with the polemic or monologue

tendency of the ingenuous and the sullen silence (in the

intellectual sense) of the depraved fatalist. Freire

contends that only through the extensive use of dialogue

can men reach meaningful and just conclusions for collective
action. Freire's concern is for a contemporary pedagogy:
"an education for self-determination, for social and poll-
tical responsibility. "24

His aspiration to political

democracy and social justice consequently focus on dialogue

as a central factor in their effective realization.

To bring this important aspect of dialogue into

actual use during the learning experience (and to thereby
develop a critical consciousness), Freire proposed the use
of "circles of culture," a teaching' situation which would

substitute for the school, which he considers authoritarian

as much in structure as by tradition. These circles are to
be composed of a couple dozen participants, among whom
there is a "coordinator" who works with them as they collec-

tively explore their environment and the complete use of

their language. This coordinator is ideally a young person

24
Ibid., p. 26 (from the introduction).
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who knows that he cannot serve as a professor, but instead

realizes that only through an extensive use of dialogue can

they accomplish the essential and revealing aspect of

self-discovery. Consequently, if these principles are

strictly adhered toi the coordinator is never in ' position

to directly influence the participants or impose his own

judgement.

With this setup, Freire idealizes a respect for those

that are educating themselves. In this way education cal

never be alienating. Never are the students to'be referred

to as "illiterates" (analfabetos). but as "those that are

learning to read" (alfabetizandos). Furthermore, the

technique is such that it requires the maximum cooperation of

the participants In the actual formation and structuring of

the program. Even the words and situations to be disucssed

in the circles are to be'taken directly from 'the intimate

environment of the participants. The educator is responsible

only for observing and selecting words from their daily life

which are essential in terms of their relevance to the

actual living situation, frequency of use, and type of

phonetic complexity.

These selected words of common usage in the language

of the people, charged with the thinking, problems and

aspirations of the community at hand, are of paramount

importance to the program: from these words those that
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are learning will go on to discover syllables; letters and

structural peculiarities of their (written) language, and

from this basis, continue on still farther to discover new

words. Freire has given these beginning words the name of

"generating words" (Tglabras generadoras), because from their

discussion and consideration in dialogue, the participant

31111 come to take full command of his language.

The emphasis is made clear; never are the words to

be studied considered as a "donation" or "fact" given by the

educator, but rather as themes for debate among all those

participating in the circles of culture. In this manner

then, words will never exist independent of their real

meaning and actual reference to specific meaningful situ-

ations. Thus, in Brazil, Professor Freire observed and

chose the word "favela" (slum) as one of the seventeen

words in a course he initially conducted in an urban

setting.
25

This word was projected on a screen with a

pictoral representation underneath it to:which it referred.

Not only would the participant then analyze or "decodify"

the syllables and letters, but what is equally important,

he would simultaneously be exposed to a real situation

which he is thereby asked to consider and evaluate. In

this manner the student becomes aware of how to decodify

a situation and observe what is relevant about it, just as

25 See Apendix A.
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on the outside he would lentify and analyze propaganda

found in advertising or politics. 26

An essential aspect of the method, Freire points out,

is that in this manner of simultaneously representing a

situation in pictoral and verbal form, the actual literacy

training is never separated. from a collective consideration

of the situation represented. By means of dialogue the

situation is carefully analyzed in all its manifest aspt.'ts

by the participants in the circle. In this way not only does

the illiterate learn the (mere) technique of reading, he is

also and simultaneously developing a critical consciousness:

"the representation of things and facts such as they are

given by empirical existence. In their causal and circum-

stantial correlations." Freire refers to this aspect of his

method as"conscientizaggo"or4Concientizaci6n," which means

specifically the "taking of critical consciousness."

"Concientizaci6n" begins very early during the program

in its initial stage of three sessions dedicated to moti-

vating the student. This is initiated in the circles of

culture with a discussion and analysis of the concept of

culture. In the Freire method, the beginning of a critical

outlook comes from distinguishing nature and human culture.

Nature is viewed as the matrix in which we live, while

culture is considered that which man contributes through his

26
Freire, op. cit., p. 108.



own work and inventiveness. This anthropological defi-

nition of culture is used to show that all men have culture

and that it is no monopoly of the learned. Freire uses a

picture of an Indian shooting a bow to demonstrate this. In

this picture the illiterates sees that he has a certain

dominion over nature by means of his creations. He then

realizes that he already has culture and that at best culture

is relative. What is more, the illiterate comes to take

command of a word ("culture"), although this will not

immediately be a conscious fact. In this manner he will

continue with other concepts and their word representations.
27

When a person begins the transition toward a critical

awareness in this manner, he is still liable to give answers

to a situation which remain wrapped up in myth. Even though

his horizons are beginning to widen and include more and

more critical judgmert, and although he has learned to

evaluate a situation with others by means of dialogue, he is

still somewhat liable to disfigure the facts and distort his

reasoning. What is interesting, however, even in this transi-

tional state, is that the passive fatalist previously

inclined to inaction takes up a more active self-eduCation

and investigation, chars :rized among other things by a

profundity of interpretation when confronted with problems.

27
Sanders, op. cit., p. 7.
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Mythical interpretations begin to be substituted by causal

relationships, by searching for "events" and by a willingness

to review and reconsider. This in turn will lead to the

acceptance of that which is new, and will not adopt the

old just because it is old, but rather by that which it may

retain of value.
28

Concienti2aci6n could be an element of any kind of

education; it is not necessarily limited to literacy

training. Freire believes that concientizaci6n must proceed

and continue to progress with all learning. An individual

must always be conscious of himself and his surroundings

and understand how he relates to these. (This is partic-

ularly true in the case of the illiterate, who must under-

stand these relationships before he can perceive them in

abstraction, as in word form). It is in this way that

Freire challenges the traditional aspects of education,

where learning was believed to be the mere acquisition of

technical skills. Through concientizacion, the educational

process becomes a great deal more, involving the consider-

ation of values and the shaping of mentalities eventually

leading toward individual and social consequences. Freire

observes that there is no need for an education separated

from our lives, one that would be centered upon words devoid

of the reality they are supposed-to represent, nor an

28
Freire, op. cit. , p. 59.
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education which would be deficient in the activities by

which the student obstains experience in developing the

critical conscious indispensable for productive work.
29

Concientizacion, and in fact all of Paulo Freire's

educational theory, assumes that freedom to examine and

choose among options is an essential aspect of human exist-

ence. Not only is this an educational axiom; this is a

central aspect of Freire's Christian existentialist

world-view. In keeping with this, his techniques Stress

that education itself must be an affirmation of liberty.

Without this affirmation, the door to self-discovery would

remain closed to the individual and his capacity for crit-.

ical participation in society would be stifled.

Thus, the idea of freedom is not merely an abstract

concept, nor merely considered a human aspiration, but is

viewed philosophically as a fundamental interest which

according to Freire must be an aspect developed in any

successful educational theory. This in fact is the title

of his major work on the subject: "Education as a Practice

in Freedom." The program he proposes does not merely ideal-

ize freedom, but creates the psychological state in the

individual by giving him confidence in his own capacity for

original and individual participation.

29 Ibid., p. 86.
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Allowing for complete educational freedom, specif-

ically how these newly acquired potentialities and attitudes

developed through the program come to be applied cannot be

foreseen or taught using the method Freire proposes. Freire

has gone to great lengths in developing his educational

theories so that they will not be subverted to serve as media

for political indoctrination or paternalistic admonitions.

Quite the opposite of these, he attempts to create an atmos-

phere where ideas can be freely considered and debated."

Any attempt at indoctrination, by its very definition,

implies what Freire terms a "cultural invasion." This is so

because an attempt is being made to forcefully introduce ideas

and concepts foreign to the native environment. Generally,

Freire has found that cultural invasions are for the most

part rejected by the illiterate as irrelevant (as indeed they

are) or nonsensical (as they at least appear). The illit-

erate remains unresponsive to this kind of treatment, and in

fact, Freire cites this as most often the failing of

traditional literacy techniques. An example of cultural

invasion is often found in church-sponsored programs in

Latin America, which have incorporated some of the "mech-

anical techniques" developed by Dr. Freire while at the same

time attempting to directly influence the illiterate in a

predetermined manner on matters of society and religion'

30
Ibid., p. 36.
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(and thus running counter to many of the foremost precepts

of Fieire's theory of education as a practice in freedom).31

The only ideology put forward tacitly in Freire's-program of

education is a kind of humanism that affirms the freedom

and capacity of the people to decide their-own destiny.

The men Freire intends to reach with his method are

those with practical interests, not elites inclined to idle

theory and speculation. The men learning in the circles of

culture are dealing with words representing real facets of

their lives; studies of.techniques and abstract notions are

gone from the curriculum: Freire observes that these men he

strives to reach are "situated and dated" in the world, and

thereby acknowledges the intimate relationship between the

world each man perceives and the way he acts. 32
Thus, like

the existentialist, he recognizes each man's irreducible

unicueness, and the isolation and subjective experiences

which he must have had. Undoubtedly for these reasons he is

,so sensitive to the peculiarities of each man's environment

and goes to such extremes to make his educational principle

adapt to their circumstances. 33

31
See Apendix B.

32 Ibid., p. 40.

33 Freire's philosophical concepts are reportedly based on
"the phenomenology of Husserl, existentialists like Buber and
Mounter, Marxist humanists like Schaff, (and) the psycho-
analytical theory of Fromm. .. ." (From Sanders, op. cit.,



The vision of freedom in this theory is central to

its understanding, and freedom is fundamentally a socio-

political concept. Inasmuch as he affirms the importance of

freedom, Freire thereby acknowledges its opposite, the

existence of oppression, and boncomittantly the struggle

against oppression for freedom. He observes that in a

sense, the learning process cannot help but tacitly be a

criticism of oppression and an expression of the struggle to

liberate oneself. The struggle for freedom he sees as a

historical fact, largely conditioned by his experiences in

the ortheast of Brazil, although widely observed elsewhere.

The development of Paulo Freire's work is intimately related

to the popular awakening of the masses in Brazil's Northeast.

Observing this phenomenon, Freire developed something

original to contribute and thereby did more than just remain

a spectator. His was a program developed for the emerging

classes in Brazil in particular, and for the Third World in

general.

This awakening began around 1962 in the northeastern

province of Pernambuco, the poorest region in Brazil, where

among a population of some 25-million inhabitants there were

nearly 15-million illiterates. According to Brazilian

p. 3). A twenty-eight page discourse on the psychological
aspects of the psycho-social method is attempted in Raft
Veloso, El problema de la conciencia (Santiago, Chile:
Instituto de Capacitaci6n e Investigaci6n en Reforma Agraria,
1968).
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election laws established by the 1946 cionstitution, only

people that are literate can vote. Hence the Northeast,

whose population approximated 30% of the entire Brazilian

'population, found its political influence at the polls

reduced to about 15%, or approximately half that what it

could be. In the words of one student of Brazilian politics,

noting the wide variance of voting potential in different

regions and citing two extremes: "the 'rural' areas in the

Northeast were found to have one potential voter per 11.6

inhabitants whereas the 'urban' sectors of Brazils's four

sourthern states offered one per 2.4 inhabitants." This he

attributes principally to the 20% literacy rate in the

Northeast "rural" areas as compared with a 79% literacy

rate in the southern "urban" centers.

Acknowledging the miserable aconomic plight of the

region, like Freire, a great many groups becgme interested

in literacy training as a worthwhile economic, social and

political goal, but inasmuch as the electoral franchise is

determined by literacy requirements, the implications of

literacy work almost inevitably take on some rather sinister

political connotations which are apt to obliterate any

beneficial economic or social considerations. Thus, in

addition to the lip service of many Brazilian liberals

dating back into the 1930's, literacy programs in the

34
John W. F. Dulles, Unrest in Brazil (Austin, Texas:

University of Texas Press, 1970), 1377657
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Northeast attracted the interest of such diverse groups as

the Alliance for Progress, the Brazilian Catholic Church and

the local Communist party.

The liberal social and economic intentions of the

Alliance for Progress program have been spelled out in

volumes of literature expounding the proposals originally

agreed to at Punta del Este in 1961. At that time, regional

development work in the northeast of Brazil was a specific

example of what its founders had in mind. This concern of the

Kennedy years established as its leit-motiv the misery of

this region and consequently became involved in the city of

Angicos, Rio Grande do Norte. While their work in literacy

training at that site was shortly abandoned in favor of other

programs, 35 the results which they obtained attracted the

attention of Paulo Freire working at the University of

35 Several reasons for its abandonment have been suggested
by Paulo de Tarso Santos, former Minister of Education in the
government of Jogo Goulart, then in power. First he postu-
lates that those initiating the program developed some of
the rudimentary concepts which Freire went on to perfect, but
realized the disadvantages of trying to carry on the program
alone. Secondly, they may have voluntarily stopped work as
soon as the Federal Government became interested and took
up its cause. Thirdly, they may have perceived some polit-
ical consequences which they were unable to deal with
effectively, being after all sponsored by a regional program
initiated and financed by Washington. In any event, the
Angicos experiment did not become the cause championed by
the Alliance in its other programs throughout Latin America,
(From an Interview with Paulo de Tarso, Santiago, Chile,
August 19, 1969).



Recife, and were impressive indeed: three hundred workers

were taught how to read and write in only forty-five days,

profoundly impressing public opinion in general and attract-

ing the attention of the Federal Government, which set about

applying its principles throughout the country. 36

At the same time, basic education and social reform

in Brazil were attracting the interest of many Catholic

groups, particularly those of a more progressive orientation.

Among others there was A0ao CatOlica, which reportedly

favored radical social reforms in order to "transcend

Communism and liberal capitalism"37 and in turn went on to

found.a number of Catholic youth groups of a similar vein, all

of which resolved to be active in bringing about radical

change in Brazil because of what they felt were shortcomings

in its social and economic structure. Thus, the Catholic

university youth movement affirmed that if Brazil were

socialist, it would be more Christian. In this manner we see

that many. organizations of the progressive Church were tacitly

36
Freire, op. cit., p. 24 (from the introduction by

Francisco Weffort).

37 Paulo de Tarso, remarks made in an introduction to two
of his speeches in the Brazilian national Congress. Paulo de
Tarso was the leader of the left wing of the Christian Demo-
cratic Party and served as a congressman representing Sgo
Paulo; later he became Education Minister in Goulart's
second cabinet.
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and in fact often formally aligned with leftist political

groups coincidently harboring similar reform-minded social

sentiments.
38

Meanwhile, the programs of Brazil's thirteen poli-

tical parties ran the entire spectrum of political philo-

sophies, but in practice their proposals were in most cases

vague, and all kinds of alliances were apt to be the case in

both national and regional elections. Though the Brazilian

Communist Party had been active formally endorsing the

popular reform measures which President Goulart began pushing

in early 1963, leftist political activity remained diffuse.

It was found not only in Goulart's personal enterage, but in

such parties as the Christian Democratic Party and a variety

of socially eccentric personalities like Francisco Julfgo.

These groups perceived the political implications of a

widespread and successful literacy training program and

attempted to make short-term political gains from its appli-

cation.

Thus, in this environment which cried out for basic

education at a time when the masses were beginning to take

consciousness, Freire saw a situation of depravity which

required his concern as a humanist and an educator. His

response was the development of the psycho-social method,

38
This, including the quotation cited, is taken from

a brief discussion of related political events found in
Dulles, op. cit., pp. 215 - 217.
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and was hailed by a number of groups for the value of its

humanitarian and social relevance. In this phase then, the

educational technique which he initiated represented a

solution in the educational plane to the need of an authentic

democratic concientizaci6n of the Brazilian masses. Because

Freire had so perceptively analyzed what the situation

needed, his ideas spread rapidly throughout Brazil even

before he was able to present his ideas coherently in book

form. (Freire claims this came about principally through

conferences in public and discussions with adversaries of

the popular. education movement).

In any event, almost as fast as the program was being

developed by Freire and his associates, it became an interest

of frenzied political activity among popular reform groups,

and likewise almost immediately came to be viewed with

great apprehension by their antagonists on the other side of

the political spectrum. Nevertheless, properly applied, the

psycho-social method with its aspect of concientizaci6n

cannot in itself indoctrinate, nor can it be said to take

specific, predictable directions. Indeed as we have noted,

one of its unique attractions is its freedom from either

paternalism or outside ideologies. Freire claims that

concientizaci6n eliminates the traditional situation of

social marginality and is fundamentally democratic in its

approach, but notes that it does not propose determined

political objectives.



In developing a critical capacity, the program also

opens the path toward the possibility of seeking an inde-

pendent or original direction and is very often character-

ized by a search among individuals and social groups for

effective channels of action. If thereafter acknowledged

dissatisfaction follows (as it did in Brazil), this is simply

because it has been a dormant aspect of the subculture

transcending the initiation and realization of the program.

Freire is aware that the program will catalyze the

formation of interest groups whose inevitable consequence is

political participation and community action seeking to

achieve their collective aspirations, but as Freire has noted,

the right of the individual to select his own objectives and

contest them locally or nationally is at the foundation of

democratic theory. Freire observes that hit social edu-

cation method cannot be considered democratically subversive,

but rather like democracy itself, holds change to be one of

its implicit values.

What developed in Brazil was a situation charged with

emotion and even hysteria. In June of 1963, in order to

initiate a program of popular reforms, President Goulart

dismissed his cabinet and formed a new one of a more reform-

minded nature. One of the men he brought to the new cabinet

was a respected former federal congressman from Sao Paulo

named Paulo de Tarso Santos, who was leader of the left wing
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of the Christian Democratic Party and came to assume

directorship of the national Ministry of Education. During

the course of his tenure in office his friendship and

political affinity with Paulo Freire grew considerably.

Under Paulo de Tarso, the Ministry committed itself to a

literacy campaign on a national scale using the method at

that time being developed by: Paulo Freire from the Angicos

experiment and in his own work for the Service of Cultural

Extension at the University of Recife. Within eight months,

training courses for the program coordinators were conducted

in nearly every state. Some six thousand persons volunteered

in the state of Rio de Janeiro (and Guanabara) alone. Plans

for 1964 projected the beginning of twenty thousand circles of

culture, intended to bring literacy and critical awareness to

some two million illiterates in a course projected to run a

mere three months. In this manner, the forty million Brazil-

ian illiterates were to be eliminated within a few years.

This program of popular education was only one of

several forms of popular mobilization adopted by the govern-

ment of Goulart. In addition, the Ministry of Labor initiated

a program designed to form P large number of unions. Thus,

in the relatively short period of twelve months, 1300 rural

unions were created. Shortly thereafter there were two

great rural strikes in Pernambuco. with a participation of

85,000 in the first one and 230,000 in the second.
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The situation was compounded by the activity of

private interest groups that wanted to jump on the bandwagon.

Among these were the Popular Culture Movement of the National

Union of Students (in which Freire reportedly participated39),

and the Movement of Basic Education (MEB) administered by the

National Conference of Brazilian Bishops and ber-fiting from

funds of the Ministry of Education. Membexgof AVgo Popular,

a Catholic group using. Ministry funds were to distribute

NEB's reading primer.

This primer told the adult that was just learning to

read that "a complete change in Brazil is necessary" and "the

people have a duty to fight for justice." Other examples

were: "The Brazilian people are an exploited people; Elp.oited

not only by Brazilians; There are many foreigners exploiting

the people; How can one free Brazil from this situation?"

The reading primer went on to speak of God and referred to

Him as "Justice and Love.
"40

The cc which came to overthrow Goulart in March of

1964 had many causes, but there was an underlying concern:

the fear by the upper and middle classes that a fundamental

political power shift was taking place, whereby the majority

of the population, the illiterate and the semi-illiterate

39 Sanders, op. cit., p. 3.

40 Movimento de Educagao de Base; Viver E Lutar: 20 Livro
de Leitura Para Adultos, quoted in Dulles, op, cit., P. 217. .



masses, would gain an influence proportional to their

numbers. During this period the specter of a communist

threat had begun to grow and be exploited by the dominant

classes. The popular education movement with which Freire

had been associated could not have failed to be affected by

the resulting political turmoil. The popular reform programs

constituted a terrifying prospect to those that enjoyed a

comfortable monopoly of wealth and power. They reacted in

such a way that would assure the continuance of their

privileges.

Immediately upon seizing power, the coup replacing

Goulart enacted an Institutional Act of April 9, 1964, and

soon thereafter acting on the basis of that act, deprived

one hundred influential members of the previous government

of their political rights for a decade. Among those mentioned

were Goulart and his Minister of Education, Paulo de Tarso.

The victims of the decree could neither defend themselves

nor make appeals; nor were they told that the charges had

been. After the inauguration of Castelo Branco as President,

successive lists appeared lringing to 299 the number of those

whose rights were suspended. Among this number were report-

edly 5 governors (including the governor of Pernambuco), 11

mayors, 51 federal congressmen, 2 senators and 46 military

officers.
41

41
Dulles, op. cit., pp. 357 - 359.
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Paulo Freire was one of those that the new regime

intended to remove from any position of political influence.

Shortly after the coup, Freire was relieved of his respon-

sibilities at the University of Recife. After a period of

intimidation and seventy days in jail, he left the country

originally for Bolivia before going on to Chile. Many

perceived in Freire's program of popular education the very

germ of revolt that was growing among the masses. Freire

claims that all knew of the Catholic schooling which he had

received as well as his attempt to realize a national aspir-

ation proclaimed since 1920 by all political groups: the

extension of literacy to Include all the nation and the

"democratic amplification" of popular participation. Never-

theless, it was impossible for the reactionaries to understand

how a Catholic educator had come to express the oppression of

the masses and, still less, how culture extended to the

masses had led them to doubt the privileges of those with

influence.

Reflecting back on the situation which developed

in Brazil, Freire observes that "education as a practice

in freedom" can work jointly with mass politics, but that

the work of orienting a people's consciousness in a spec-

ifically political direction belongs to the politicians and

not to the educator.
42 He suggests that henceforth more

Freire, op. cit., p. 29 (from the introduction).
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attention should be given by prominent national groups to

reach out and embrace the emerging sectors so that they

might more easily become integrated with the national real-

ity. In the Brazilian example Freire believes the situation

wascompromisedbY the ambivalence of the government and the

lack of a well though out, comprehensive plan of reform on

the national level. The masses which might have backed

Goulart at the time of the coup had failed to realize their

potential and, with their limited amount of self-confidence,

gave no support to the government during the situation of

violence accompaning the coup.

What happened in Brazil was largely the product of a

situation highly charged with socio-political unrest and

emotion. This can be seen in the actions and rhetoric of

President Goulart and that of his opponents; certainly the

subsequent actions of those that engineered the coup showed

no less zeal. It seems that the situation got out of hand

shortly after the reform programs were initiated and subse-

quent excesses were committed on both sides of the contro-

versy. In any event the environment was not one propitious

to the careful execution and analysis of an innovative

program in education, and Freire's enthusiasm for the program

and bitterness in regard to his Brazilian critics reveals

this.



CHAPTER III

LITERACY TRAINING IN CHILE: A COMPREHENSIVE

APPLICATION OF THE PSYCHO-SOCIAL METHOD

The 1964 Chilean election coincided with the rightest

coup in Brazil of that same year. As a consequence of the

Christian Democratic victory, a number of Brazilians of a

similar political persuasion, whose political future had

been terminated in their own country, made their way to

Chile. One such person was Paulo de Tarso Santos, the

Brazilian Minister of Education under Goulart, who found

employment both in an organ of the Chilean agrarian develop-

ment project43 and the national Ministry of Education.

Later, in 1966, de Tarso transferred to the Agrarian Reform

Research and Training Institute, 44 where his Brazilian

colleague and friend Paulo Freire joined up with him after

residing in Bolivia for a while. In that institute, Paulo

de Tarso became the supervisor of the Department of Rural

Planning and Teaching Methods, with Freire working under him

as an advisor and authority on literacy training.

43 Instituto Nacional de Desarrollo Agropecuario (INDAP).

44
Instituto de Capcitaci6n e Investigaci6n en Reforma

Agraria (ICIRA) , a joint program of the Chilean Government
and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the
United Nations.
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Both of these .men reportedly had been solicited by a

good number of isolated groups after they left Brazil, but- -

by no accident--they eventually went to Chile because the

Christian Democratic regime there, along with its formal and

active support for comprehensive social reform, appealed to

them. They viewed their opportunities in Chile as advan-

tageous--if not unique--because there they hoped to elaborate

and institutionalize their educational philosophies and

experience in the ongoing program of agricultural reform.
45

Furthermore,, the reformist environment of Chile held several

advantages over that found in brazil: the Chilean case

offered a more calm and sophisticated social atmosphere in

which to experiment and work, in sharp contrast to that

found in the tense socio-political confusion of pre-1964

Brazil (and not to mention the oppressive political climate

that followed thereafter).

The Chilean agrarian reform program, specifically- -

and the social reform movement, in general--in this manner

became the wholesale beneficiary of Freire's work in the

northeast of Brazil. This reform program, as part of the

realization of national aspirations, and the avowed objec-

tive and foremost legislative expression of Christian

Democratic idealism, came.to incorporate and embrace

As already mentioned, Freire had not even presented his
educational proposals in book form until after he left
Brazil.
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Professor Freire's ideas to such an extent that their

application in Chile cannot be seen in isolation. Elected

to a six-year term in 1964, the Christian Democratic govern-

ment of President Eduardo Frei Montalva was committed, to an

attack on national poverty and underdevelopment without

curtailing individual freedom or upsetting constitutional

government. The program Frei proposed called for a radical

transformation of Chilean society, designed to

create broad forms of popular participation in the devel-
opment of our community. Not only in party politics. . .

but chiefly in the real expressions of our present life:
those of work, neighborhood and regional life, family
necessites and basic culture, and socio-economic organi-
zation.40

To these endeavors Freire was capable of adding his valuable

knowledge and experience.

An inquiry into the nature of Freire's Chilean work

must be done in light of the mutual interaction of these

ideas with those of personalities and institutions respon-

sible for the efforts of national reform. That is to infer

that not only did Freire's work substantially influence much

of the training done on behalf of national reform, but also

that the more specialized focus of Freire's Chilean work,

concerned as it was primarily with the agrarian reform

program, seems to have helped him expand upon and elucidate

46
Sanders, op. cit., p. 15.
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his Brazilian theories and observations. At the same time,

the more limited and pragmatic scope of his Chilean exper-

ience require refinement in his expression and a much less

impassioned rhetoric that that found in his previous major

work on educational theory.' What resulted (and provides

much of the basis of this paper) was the publication of a

series of pamphlets treating specific topics one at a time,

.ranging from his educational theory, per se ("Investigation

and Methodology of the Investigation of the 'Generative

Theme'"), to related topics of a social nature ("The Role of

the Social Worker in the Process of Change"), which collec-

tively, although not available in bound form,
48

comprise the

most revealing exposition of his educational theory and social

perspective available.

According to both Freire and President Frei, a proper

understanding of the Chilean agrarian reform program can be

achieved only as a "global and liberating process" involving

the individual in a comprehensive program of cultural action.

This is meant to contrast with the "mechanical" or strictly

technical and economic interpretation that agrarian reform is

47 Paulo Freire, La educaci6n como prActica de la
libertad (see note, p. 19).

48 Some of these essays, along with related observations
by other authors, are to be published in book form by ICIRA
in a limited edition, with the date of publication antici-
pated as sometime in 1970.
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often given. Central to the view adopted is the importance

of attitudinal and cultural factors, and the development of

a critical, participatory capacity among the rural agri-

cultural workers and their fatilies, as well as among the

general populace. The beneficiaries of agrarian reform are

thereby asked to contribute to the efforts of social change

rather than passively inherit a new position without conno-

tations of responsibility and contribution to the ongoing

processes of reform. It is not that "increasing the levels

of production" has been discarded as an objective of impor-

tance, but rather this has been deemed relevant only

inasmuch as it enables the citizenry, as individuals and

collectively, to become more in a specifically humaftistio

way.

Thus while the Agrarian Reform Corporation (CORA),

as a semi-autonomous agency of the national government,49

is the institution legally charged with implementing the

agrarian reform laws and carrying out structural change and

technical improvements in the agricultural sector, the

research work done by Freire, de Tarso and their associates

9
Corporaci6n de la lieforma Agraria. CCHA is the organ

responsible for orienting and implementing the program of
agrarian reform proposed by the administration of President
Frei in 1964. While CORA is legally autonomous and hence
entitled to conduct negotiations and enter contracts as a
separate entity, it is tied to the Government by way of the
Ministry of Agriculture, which presides over the adminis-
trative head of CORA.
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in the Agrarian Reform Research and Training Institute

(ICIRA)5° has been most significant, by interpreting the

legislative work of the Congress and helping to determine

the overall orientation of the program, especially by

putting it in a broad social context. Thus the work of

ICIRA has been able to influence policy formulation in the

higher echelons of the reform agencies. Furthermore, the

role of ICIRA in a training capacity has given it still more

influence due to its work in adult education at the field

level. Thus, a massive program of agricultural training and

adult education has been undertaken by the Chilean Ministry

of Education in cooperation with CORA, largely under the

research and leadership of ICIRA.

In 1965 the Chilean Ministry of Education created a

Department of Special Planning for Education of Adults51

50
nstitut° de Capacitaci6n e Investigaci6n en Reforma

Agraria (see note, P. 53). The operations plan at ICIRA
assigns it three related functions:. "a) to plan, realize and
coordinate programs for training functionaries, profes-
sionals, technicians, administrators, farming directors and
university students who will participate in the Agrarian
Reform process; b) plan, realize and coordinate programs of
investigation and evaluation of the Agraian Reform to aid
the work of the Institutions of the Agrarian Sector and
enrich the training given by ICIRA: and c) supply technical
assistance to those organs of the Government that solicit
it" (from an ICIRA manual).

51
Planes Extraordinarios de Educacidn de Adultos. The

Department does not have any legal base and therefore must
work through the Ninistry of Education bureaucracy and is
hence lacking in any capacity to contract independent.Ly.
This lack of institutional base leaves the Department open
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to organize, coordinate and administer the psycho-social

method in their own programs and those of other agencies.

Apparently the implementation of the program was originally

championed by a militant young Christian Democrat named

Waldemar Corts Carabantes52 who, as principal of a night

school in Santiago, and familiar with the difficulties of

adult education, reached some of the conclusions held by Dr.

Freire and then sought to have them accepted as a national

program in Chile. With some effort he convinced influential

Christian Democrats that the method was worthy and worth-

while, irrespective of its having been ruled "subversive"

and "Communistic" in Brazil (by this time the reactionary

nature of the Brazilian regime began to become apparent) and

was appointed Director when the new Department was formed.

The Department has had the responsibility for devel-

oping the teaching materials (film-strips, slides, wall

charts, explanatory material, and reading material for more

advanced students), training the personnel that will serve

in the circles of culture, and coordinating related teaching

efforts by other agencies. In this way mostly public,

to any change of heart within the Ministry of Education; the
future of the Department could be precluded by a change in
the national government, for example. Previous attempts to
organize the program on a ministerial level have failed.

52
This and much of the following comes from an interview

with Waldemar Corts Carabantes, August 23, 1969.
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although also a few private agencies, such as CORA, INDAP,

the National Health Service (involved in sanitary training),

the Service of Prisons, the Department of Popular Promotion

(advancing community organization, rural unions, etc.)$

Protestant Church groups, and General INSA (of the General

Tire Corporation) for example, have participated."

These agencies sign an agreement with the Department

and deposit funds to be used in paying the teaching coordi-

nators. The personnel, in turn, is then trained by the

Department in a program lasting thirty licurS4._designed_to

explain the aims and dialogue techniques. While originally

volunteers were used, stipends are now the rule so that

quality and conscientiousness can be assured. 54
Inasmuch as

the program relies mainly upon primary school teachers and

53 For a description of releted work done by university
students in Chile, see Herngn Larrafn Fernffdez: "Punitaqui:
misi6n de servicios para universitarios" in Mensaje, ho. 179,
June 1969. (Mensale is a Catholic magazine directed by
HerdanLarrain himself the vice-president of the Catholic
University Student Federation (FEUCH)).

54
The stipend amounts to about $US 1.50 per course,

compared with more than twice that amount required for
normal teaching salaries. The program also reduces expenses
by using buildings which are donated for the course work;
because of its informal nature, the program can continue
without great inconvenience or expense. It is estimated
that 80% of the adult education program's expenses come from
payment of remuneration to personnel. The program for 1969
cost the Ministry of Education about $640,000 and amounted to
less than 2% of the Ministry's expenses. (Ministerio de
Educaci6n (Chile): "Informe sobre el prograEa de alfabet-
izaci6n en Chile (1967 - 1968)," Santiago: mimeographed
release, 1969).



lower technicians from local communities, the program can

continue at a very small fraction of the normal cost for

such programs.

Waldemar Corth claims that techniques similar to

Freire's were in their rudimentary stages of development,

being "applied by the Carabineros (the national police force)

in the frontier," long before the actual formation of the

Special Planning Department and the wholesale incorporation

of Freire's Brazilian work now adapted to Chile. When the

method was officially adopted in 1965, certain. changes were

made to make it more effective and more relevant in Chile.

This was necessary because there is a higher incidence of

semi-literates with some background in schooling in Chile

than there was in the Northeast of Brazil, as one might
.

expect upon comparing the 15 to 30% rate of illiteracy in

Chile with the Northeast's rate of 80%. The large number

of semi-literates in Chile showed themselves more anxious to

progess rapidly, and if they did not find some immediate sat-

isfaction in learning how to read, they were more apt to

become frustrated or lose interest.

Due to these differences the stage of motivation

(involving a consideration of man, culture and nature) was

shortened to a minimum, and more emphasis was put upon the

rapid develOpment of reading and writing capacities. Follow-

ing techniques developed in Brazil, a study was.made of the
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Chilean illiterates' cultural environment and social aspira-

tions were noted. From these observations, words of high

connotative value reflecting popular themes and aspirations

were chosen, and the proper granklcal representations created.

It was then.decided by placing the descriptive words

on the charts (or slides) underneath their illustrations,

the link between the word (abstract) and their. represen-

tation (concrete) would in this manner be all the more

obvious.

The following provides an illustration of the

technique used in Chile in the "circles of culture," showing

how the "generative word" zapato (shoe) has been used. This

sequence is one of 17 employed in this particular series55

for rural agricultural personnel. The study sequence is as

55 For a complete listing of "generative words" in this
series see Appendix C. Other series are minor variations of
the series discussed or are specially adapted for learning
situations requiring different words and themes. In this
manner the Service of Prisons has its own series, developed
expressly for inmates of correctional institutions.
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follows: first the following slide is projected on the wall

of the classroom.
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The members of the circle of culture are asked to

critically analyze the scene depictedand vocally describe

what they see. Freire calls this stage "decodification of

the theme," which in this case shows a shoe-shop where a

family is involved in the purchase of a pair of new shoes.

Discussion continues until all the characteristics and

details of the scene are verbally noted. In this manner the

illiterate himself observes that the man on the right does

not have shoes in this instance, but sandals; the different

dress styles of the owner and peasant are similarly noted.

Subsequently the discussion turns to a consideration of the



whole scene, which in its entirety constitutes all the

details interrelated and recombined. This stage is then

called "recodification of the theme." Thus the illiterate

has personally (and collectively through dialogue) broken

the scene down and rebuilt it, and it is this fundamental

intellectual act that Freire has determined as the begin-

ning of "concientizaci6n," the taking of a critical conscious-

ness.

The discussiOn carried on in the circles of culture

inevitably leads to a consideration of what the theme (in

this case "shoes") means to the individual and the commu-

nity: "Why are shoes important to the individual and his

society?" "Do shoes influence as a factor in personal and

social health?" "How.are shoes to be obtained?" "Are shoes

necessary for hard work?" "Why do men wear shoes while ani-

mall:: do not?" "Does each family have the shoes it needs or

wants?" "Will there be a greater need for shoes as fam-

ilies expand?" "What are shoes made of and how are they

produced?" The exact nature of each discussion is of course

unique and arbitrary, depending entirely upon what seems of

interest to the participants. Analysts of the program have

noted three important considerations which recurrently are

evidenced during most discussions: 1) man's dominion over

nature; 2) the community as a collectivity, and in contrast

to the individual's interest; 3) consideration of the present
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and immediate past, while projecting into the future. All

of these are considered fundamental to the intellectual

development and critical mentality of the illiterate. In

this manner progress is noted over the relative ingenu-

ousness and passivity of the participant prior to taking the

course.

The next stage involves consideration of the word in

the corner of the slide ("zapato"), which represents the

theme depicted (shoes). The relationship between a word and

its meaning we are apt to take for granted, and we tend to

handle real situations and abstract connotations both with

considerable facility. This is not true of the illiterate,

and the semi- literati is also substantially limited in this

capacity. Somehow the illiterate must come to realize the

proper connection between the real, and the abstract consid-

eration of the real, if he is to come to perceive the

meaning of letters and wc:ds, and their value and usage in

society. The slide depicting a theme while simultaneously

presenting a written word demonstrates graphically these

word-object, abstract-real relationships. Through practice

the illiterate comes to dominate these, becoming accus-

tomed to interchangiwz symbols and their representations.

The next slide is then projected and the participants

are asked to consider the abstract word in isolation:
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They are asked if it has the.same meaning as it did in the

previous slide. The majority in this instance usually

convinces the minority through dialogue that in fact it does.

Next, in a manner similar to the "decodification of the

theme," the participants are asked to break up the word pho-

netically and visually into its various parts (syllables and

letters). When they finally hit upon all of these, the next

slide is projected, showing the three syllables in this case

that make up the word:

r) a j.
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The participants are asked to consider each syllable

of the word individually and recall other syllables which

they have heard beginning with the first phoneme of each

syllable. After this is accomplished for one syllable, a

slide is projected with the related syllables illustrated

thusly:

za ze Ri 20 211

Then the other syllables of the word are considered one at a

time, their new 'relatives mentioned, and the appropriate

slide shown. In this manner:

[D alo uo n to ia 4a ho le



Finally all the various syllables now developed are

flashed on the wall with the last slide for this theme:

za ze zo zu

pa pe irp

$® to jg tlal
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Again making an effort to "recodify," the participants are

asked-to reconstitute the word "zapato." With this act the

participant has formally transformed himself from an illit-

erate into a literate individual: he has recreated a word.

When asked to create other words from the various syllables

(such as "papa," "patata," "taza," "tapa," etc.) he is

going even further, for he is exercising a previously

dormant capacity for original, individual creativity. This

aspect of creativity and personal fulfillment has been well

illustrated in Chile, where a participant spoke out a seem-

ingly non-sensical word composed of syllables under consid-

eration. In response to an inquiry as to what he meant, he

replied that the word he had spoken was his wife's nickname,

something he had probably never even considered before in
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written form. In precisely this manner, Paulo Freire has

succeeded where others have failed so completely: he has

brought meaning and value to the techniques of reading and'

writing; techniques which otherwise would have been rejected

as irrelevant.

The social reform doctrines which embrace the Chilean

program realize their objectives through many of the agencies

previously mentioned. Freire in his Chilean work has given

the social aspect a great deal of consideration since he left

Brazil, as reflected in much of his later writing. Of late

he has concerned himself with themes of "social marginality"

and "limited citizenship," conditions he sees society self-

perpetuate, and consequently factors outside the normal capa-

city of social institutions to correct. For this reason he

stresses the value of an all-embracing process of reform, very

much in evidence today in Chile. Wary of the futility of

reform from above, Freire emphasizes the "local dimension of

a global solution." He feels that it is at the local level

that we must look for the solutions and carry them out. If

this is not done, he sees "administrative rationalizations"

perpetuating the status quo, and it is to this phenomena that

he attributes the high incidence of failure among social

reform programs,

Chilets ambitious reform and development programs, in

accordance with this reasoning, have a local level of
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participation which has come to embrace Freire's training

principles as fundamental elements. The purpose of these

local groups is to organize the marginal' sectors so they may

participate and be represented in regional and national

politics. For these reasons the Department of Popular Promo-

tion was created to report directly to the Executive. This

Department has organized courses to provide economic, cul-

tural and educational information to community groups.

Furthermore an effort has been made to give isolated groups

representation on such associations as the National Confed-

eration of Municipalities and the Provincial Confederations.

These neighborhood community organizations however

are not the only ihstruments available for procuring popular

participation in the process of national development. The

Agrarian Reform Project has of course been very concerned

with'this aspect of the agrarian problem. Under the Agrar-

ian Reform Law of 1967 an effort has been made to increase

the number of active farm owners by expropriating the larger

and least productive farms and resettling laborers from the

region on the land. The settlements which are thereby

created are called "asentamientos" and have their respective

training programs, cooperatives, and community organizations.

In addition another law was passed in 1967 facilitating the

formation of new rural farm unions. Thus, while in 1964 there

were only 23 farmers unions, today there are an estimated
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420. The intention is that these groups will come to assert

their interests nationally in what should be an economically

profitable and culturally significant sector of Chilean

society. The Freire method is being used, with this end in

mind, often in programs which are not expressly involved in

literacy training. 56

More recently the demand for higher level reading

material has increased, due to a large extent to the suc-

cesses of the elementary literacy programs we have been

describing. With this in mind, the Department of Special

Planning for Adults has created a reading series entitled

Comunidad (Community) to be used at this second level. Here

the intention was to develop "hinge themes" (similar in a

sense to the "generative words" used in the program origi-

nally developed by Freire, or "temas bisagra" as they are

called, which provide the adult with the minimum amount of

practical knowledge deemed necessary for his functioning in

society and continued self-education thereafter.

Comunidad provides the reader with information on

geography, natural sciences, social services, and national

endeavors such as the Agrarian Reform Program. A certain

amount of attention is given to those agencies which most

likely are involved with administering this very same

56
Paulo Freire, Aspectos del desarrollo de la comunidad

en Chile, a mimeographed pamphlet published in a limited
edition by ICIRA, October, 1968.
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material, and a good deal of self-flattering is quite evi-

dent. Thus for example the Agrarian Reform Program is

given an enthusiastic description in the final three pages

of the last book in the series, calling upon the farmer to

work hard for the "enrichment of the patria" and defend his

rights. Respective captions under two pictures read: "Tired

of working, no one would smile upon arriving at 'that' (old)

house" "Nevertheless., now one'can believe that he will be

able to have 'this (new) house,' thanks to the Agrarian

Reform Program." Generally speaking, however, the propa-

ganda is not so blatant; for example. there is no mention of

the Christian Democratic Party, but rather only a picture of

the President describing him as the chief executive. A more

typical passage is the following:

So that governments can achieve plans for collective welfare
they need the support of the population. The community,
therefore, ought to organize itself and unite its forces to
that of government and thus be able to better its economic,
social, and cultural conditions.

The struggle to elevate the level of life in the country and
permit each Chilean to enjoy better conditions of life and a
larger quantity of good and essential services. . .is what
is called Economic and Social Development. Chile is engaged
in this great enterprise.

The necessity of more advanced "content" to supple-

ment the initial stage of conscientizaci6n presents a prob-

lem which is basically insurmountable, as Freire and

Waldemar Cort4s will readily admit. Hopefully the heuristic
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seminar approach initiated in the elementary programs is

sufficiently implanted so that it will remain an element of

any later educational endeavors and even find its place in

different group meetings, including those of the asenta-

mientos and unions. Thus Freire feels that, if the funda-

mental importance of dialogue can be effectively demonstrated,

its use in the future can be assured and the process of

conscientizaci6n will continue indefinitely.

One of the most common criticisms of Freire's program

method has been that the coordinatOrs have not been able to

internalize the spirit of the theory sufficiently to keep

from dominating the discussion in a somewhat paternalistic

manner. My observations in Chile confirmed this appre-

hension as a real problem. Cortes and Freire acknowledge it

as a permanent difficulty which they feel can only be dealt

with by frankly eliminating those unable to adopt the necess-

ary neutral attitude; both however agree that considerable

progress has been made in this regard, principally by

providing the coordinators with better training in the spirit

and techniques of the program:

The r' lean program has attracted praise from through-

out the world, receiving in 1967 the "Mohammed Reza Pahlavi

Award" given through UNESCO. In addition there have been

innumberable requests for descriptive information coming

from throughout the hemisphere. In 1969 Cortes estimated
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that upwards of 120,000 pupils and 2,200 coordinators would

be involved in programs under his jurisdiction; the hope is

that by 1975 illiteracy in Chile will be reduced to a toler-

able 5%. (In 1968 the officially estimated illiteracy rate

for the nation was 10.4%, down from an official census

figure of 16.4% in 196057). Nevertheless, the continuity of

the program is menaced by its present provisional status and

its tacit dependence upon Christian Democratic sympathies.

A permanent institutional base is now being sought so that

any future political whims will not endanger its continu-

ance. 58

The reaction of the press to Dr. Freire and his

program in Chile has generally been one of fairness and

equanimity.. The press of the left (for example the Commu-

nist El Siglo) and the moderate to conservative press (for

example El Mercurio, Chile's most established daily) have

seen fit to give the ptogram and its authors factual and

unemotional coverage. As might be expected, the Christian

Democracy press, supporting the government then in power,

was highly partial on behalf of the program.
111.1

57 Ministerio de Educaci6n (Chile): "Informe sobre el
programa de alfabetizaci6n en Chile (1967 - 1968)," Santi-
ago: mimeographed release, 1969.

58 Original efforts to establish the programs of adult
education under a separate ministry for adult education with
its own legal base have failed.
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The exceptions to this have come as criticisms in the

Mercurio condemning university violence in general and making

references in passing to some of the literacy training work

done by students of the universities. The only scathing cri-

ticism of the program over the last five years appeRred in

an editorial of an obscure extreme rightist periodical, which

went out of business one year later. The main contention

of the article, published in 1966 under the title "ABC

Revolucionaria," was that the program Feire had begun in

Brazil was branded "irresponsible" and subversive, and now

the program was being instituted in Chile with allegedly

similar consequences. This charge was never taken up by the

rest of the press, nor does it appear to have been very

popular generally. Nevertheless, the apparent composure of

the press is largely due to the lack of scholarly research

on the program; even at ICIRA the tendency is toward personal

observation and interpretation rather than analytical descrip-

tion of the type found in the social sciences. Thus Chilean

elite and popular opinion (outside of education) is apt to be

all the more scanty and superficial than would otherwise be

expected. The fact of the matter is that the Chilean program

has failed to arouse the passions encountered in Brazil.

Paulo Freire meanwhile has left his job at ICIRA,

bound for a job with the World Council of Churches
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(Protestant), where he will be in charge of their literacy

training programs, the first Catholic to be so honored.59

In the meantime he has accepted teaching obligations at Ivan

Illych's CIDOC center in Cuernavaca, Mexico60 and Harvard

University, before going on to Geneva.

59 Mr. Solon Barraclough, an American citizen and adminis-
trative head for the international affiliates of ICIRA (FAO
and the UN), has suggested that political motives may have
had some influence in the termination of Freire's employ-
ment at ICIRA. Mr. Barraclough observes that when Paulo
Freire's contract ended, it was not given any further consid-
eration. The political aspect remains largely speculation,
however, and it should be noted that Freire's long term
associate and collaborator, Faulo de Tarso, remains at
ICIRA in his former position.

6o
Centro Intercultural de Documentacion. Ivan Illych is

a former Catholic priest, renown for his radical opinions
concerning the nature and needs of the Church and society in
Latin America. CIDOC offers language programs and seminars
focusing on Latin America's social problems. These seminars
are offered by students from all cver the hemisphere who are
currently in the process of developing their research. Ivan
Illych's best personal exposition is now offered in his
Celebration of Awareness (New York: Doubleday and Co.,
Inc., 1970); my feeling is that both Freire and Illych are
in agreement on a large number of issues, especially re-
garding what Illych calls the "futility of schooling." I
have suffered the constant temptation to cite his work
throughout this paper.

t.



EPILOGUE

THE ASCENDANCE OF AARXISM IN CHILE

The Chilean literacy program, as we have seen, has

been a mixture of Freire's educational contributions incor-

porated into a larger f ..,rmat of Christian Democratic reform

aspirations and legislation. Together they have constituted

a collage of Christian, humanitarian and Narxist elements

which are relatively difficult to isolate. To the extent

that the program can be ideologically defined, the Chilean

experience has demonstrated a facility for accomodating bits
.

and pieces of diverse strains of social philosophies into a

loose confederation of policies and ideals. This agility

has been one of Chile's most remarkable characteristics and,

in time, may prove to be something of a contribution to the

aspirations of socio-political development. As we have seen,

the success of Freire's program in Chile has to a large

extent been due to the support of a broad program of rather

Comprehensive social reform serving to satisfy and direct

many of the interests that concientizaci6n has developed.

This may not be the case under other circumstances. The

future of the Chilean reform program in general and the appli-

cation of Freire's techniques in Chile and Latin America

depend together upon foreign and domestic forces influencing

their adaption and evolution.

77
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In Chile, the future of these programs relies sub-

stantially upon the whims of President Salvador Allende

Gossens and his leftist coalition of Socialists and Commu-

nists, the Frente Revolucionario de Acci6n Popular (FRAN',

elected in September 1970 for a six-year term. While the

election was closely contested by the Christian Democrats,

the ?RAP and the conservative National Party, Radomiro Tomic

of the reigning Christian Democratic Party finished unim-

press_vely in last place. 61
While the continued popularity

of ex-president Eduardo Frei would seem to indicate electoral

dissatisfaction with the personal candidacy of Radomiro.

Tomic rather than the party, it remains difficult to assess

popular satisfaction with the achievements of the Christian

Democratic reform effort. Now that their adversaries have

triumphed by advocating still more radical and complete

change, it is difficult to gauge the continued duration and

influence of Christian Democratic interests in national

reform.

Part of the problem is that the level of expectations

is so very high. While most Western governments are satis-

fied with a modest rate of economic growth, with not too much

internal disorder, and not too many external problems,

61
Under Chilean electoral law, a president Cannot

succeed himself: President Frei was thus unable to run as a
candidate in the national election for president, irres-
pective of his exceptional, and continued, national popularity.

4



Chilean governments aim much higher, though frequently

failing to meet more moderate objectives. Thus political

promises run to the levels of "a change of structures," of

"massive, rapid and drastic agrarian reform," and "revolu-

tion in liberty" in both the Christian Democratic Party and

the FRAP. As an illustration of such political eccentric-

ity, recent Christian Democratic efforts to establish mean-

ingful political participation through the establishment of

neighborhood committees, trade unions, centros de madre,

youth groups and so on shows their utopian best, but the

practical consequences of such groups over a short period of

time has been almost negligible.

However, if the Christian Democratic record falls

short, it is due more to the unrealistic nature of these

promises than to 1 ck of performance. The Christian Demo-

crats succeeded in regenerating the economy shortly after

their election, they integrated rural areas by union organ-

ization, accelerated the processes of agrarian reform,

effected a considerable redistribution of income towards the

poorer sectors, initiated a massive drive to provide low-cost

housing, and greatly expanded educational opportunities, as

we have seen. That they succeeded in a sense is nowhere

better illustrated than by the actions and statements of

their FRAP coalition opponentss the FRAY can only find
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Christian Democratic reform insufficient. Total reform is

obviously an exceedingly difficult operation in Chile and

will continue to be so' in the future.

Where the FRAP coalition will lead the country during

their six-year tenure is not altogether as clear as their

rhetoric. If Chilean Christian Democracy was meant to be

the reformist answer to the revolutionary challenge of Cuba,

it has been at best only a partial reform. Salvador Allende

wants to go somewhat further, but only time will tell the
ti-

actual nature and extent of his intentions. Moderation in

reformism is probably on the way out; the previous balance

between private initiative and state planning will undoubt-

edly incline still farther to benefit the state (although

the Christian Democrats have already nationalized most of

Chile's prominent copper mining industry); certainly offi-

cial sympathies for the Alliance for Progress and other U. S.

programs will decline. It has been suggested that Allende

will be manipulated by his Communist coalition members

(Chile has one of the largest Communist Parties in Latin

America, and is smaller but much better organized than

Allendes'own Socialists), although this is neither alto-

gether apparent normeaningful because Chilean Socialists tend

to be to the left of Chilean Communists in terms of revo-

lutionary advocacy and rhetoric. Allende meanwhile has

pledged respect and allegiance to the established electoral
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system by which he was elected and has agreed not to

suppress opposition parties. 62
(The Christian Democrats

meanwhile have very quietly gone about buying several news-

paper and radio facilities so .as to be assured a broad audi-

ence for their future political ambitions). Fidel Castro,

himself, has admonished. Allende to keep his country in the

dollar export market. To the extent that Marxist dogma

comes to direct foreign policy with Western nations it will

undoubtedly prove itself tactless and inflexible, while it

remains to be seen what the capacities of sympathetic Commu-

nist nations will bring in terms of actual benefits.

The importance of the recent election is obscured for

another reason. Confronted with a situation of apparent

social degeneration and inefficiency, the Chilean electorate

began to make a perceptible shift to the left as early as

1950; in a sense we are merely witnessing a culmination of

this trend. The overwhelming victory of Eduardo Frei and the

62
Chile has the best example of party politics in Latin

America, with parties representing all major social philos-
ophies freely contesting national elections. Generally
speaking, the system is highly respected by the electorate
and there is no corruption. In these and other respects the
political system possesses a series of characteristics nor-
mally ascribed to highly developed nations. For a discussion
of electoral processes and the party system in Chile, see
Federico G. Gil, The Political System of Chile (Boston:
Houghton Nifflin Co., 1966), esp. Chapter.. 5 and 6.
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Christian Democrats in the 1964 Chilean election was her-

alded in the United States and throughout much of the

hemisphere as the most significant political reform alter-

native to Castroism yet developed in Latin America.° Avowed-

ly revolutionary but democratic, Chilean Christian Democracy

has normally been described as "slightly left of center" and

distinguished by its advocacy of comprehensive radical

social and economic reforms, many in fact approximating

those of Allende. Christian Democratic policy differs from

that of the FRAP more in tone and emphasis than in substance.

By definition and action, Chilean Christian Democracy has

been democratic in the Western sense, while incorporating a

large amount of Marxist critique into its social philosophy,

even to the extent of accepting as valid and legitimate the

concept of a "limited class struggle." Quite like their

Brazilian counterparts of the Goulart era, the Chilean

Christian Democrats have asserted that if social inequalities

could be lessened, Chile would be both more democratic and

more Christian. Hence the present leftist coalition does

not constitute such a radical reorientation of purpose,

althoumh it may become more autocratic. It may, as one

63
It.is undoubtedly true that to a large extent the 1964

Christian Democratic success formula was dependent upon anti-
Communist sentiments prominent particularly among women
voters. An effort was made to present the Christian Demo-
cratic reform program as the only viable alternative to
Communism.
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Chilean put ita become "a beautiful experiment in d3moc-

racy." We might conclude that reforms initiated under the

previous regime will now merely become accelerated and

intensified rather than fundamentally reoriented.

Chilean society seems to foster reformist aspirations

and ironically impede the fulfillment of those same aspi-

rations. The social structure to a fundamental e.:tent is

maintained by an export economy (principally raw materials)

dependent upon foreign markets and forces outside of national

control. Fully independent reform efforts within this

context cannot be readily achieved because interests outside

of national control impede their fulfillment. To a certain

degree, this is true of any nation (independence is relative),

but in the case of less-developed countries such as Chile

the contradiction is comparatively accute. The erratic,

restless nature of Chilean politics is symptomatic of the

frustrations caused by this situation. It is doubtful that

Allende will be able to seriously modify the nation's stance

in this respect within six years. Principal sources of

export revenue are already in state hands and it is ques-

tionable whether or not greater state planning and manage-

ment will have any appreciable, positive effect upon the

relative position of the national economy.

In Chile a similar sequence of events appears in the

evolution of every political experiment since 1938: at
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first there is great enthusiasm; then there is an attempt

to fulfill electoral promises; next there has been greater

or lesser failure to realize those promises; then the elec-

toral coalition begins to break up; and finally the coali-

tion is rejected at the next election, if in fact the

incumbent party has been able to contest it. Since 1938 there

have been Popular Fronts, military "populists," the return

of the Alessandri family dynasty, and the triumph of

Christian Democracy. In September of 1970, following a

schism in the Christian Democratic Party and the subsequent

creation of the MAPU(Moviniento de Acci6n Popular Unitaria)

leftist faction, the Christian Democratic candidate for

president was defeated, and it appears that the frustrated

cyclical nature of Chilean politics has merely proceeded

another step. It is not apparent that the FRAF will be able

to democratically break this chain of events, although it

may choose to circumvent the test altogether by merely p6st-

poning elections in 1976.

Freire's program, as we have seen, has at times been

branded "Communist," "subversive" and "irresponsible." In

light of recent Political events in Chile, there are some

who would undoubtedly argue their correlation with Freire's

program and the Christian Democratic reform effort generally.

It would be truly irresponsible to suggest that the processes

of concientizacicn and related popular reform programs
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intentionally anticipated or tacitly advocated a Earxist

ascendance in Chile. In.the first place, as we have shown,

Freire's method does not indoctrinate, but rather is uniquely

free of such tendencies. Secondly, Freire's political

beliefs, whichwe might assume to approximate those of the

Christian Democratic Party in Chile (as has been shown),

would not logically have aspired.to their public refutation

by contributing to Marxist intentions. What has come about

is merely symptomatic of widespread dissatisfaction with

half-fulfilled promises dating back'several decades.

Freire's program of literacy training and concien-

tizaci6n has born no past relation to the Cuban "Year of

Education" literacy campaign of 1961 - 1962, anymore than

it has had an affinity for more traditional types of educa-

tion. Nevertheless, the recent program to eradicate

illiteracy in Cuba is instructive by way of its contrast with

the program functioning in Chile, and provides an indication

of the possible perversion of intention it may come to take

on in Chile under Allende. The contrast between the examples

of Freire's method and that of Cuba in respect to their

social effect are apparent. Aspects of dogma, comprehensive

control from above, the creation of a specifically new poli-

tical culture, and almost exclusive interest in4.4olitical

objectives in Cuba, contrasts fundamentally with Freire's
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intentions of free dialogue, humanitarian aspiration, and

local and sectoral organization for regional autonomy and

influence affecting the national balance of power.

The literacy campaign initiated urder Castro encom-

passed an effort to furnish or refurnish the minds of the

young and the isolated w14h historical, ideological and

political images thought to be appropriate to the new order.

The political dimensions are explicit: Cuba is the classi-

cal case of a revolutionary regime taking positive and

massive action for the expressed purpose of creating the

type of citizenry which the leadership feels is necessary

for the functioning of the system. Early in the revolution,

Castro stated that "the most important education is poli-

tical education of the people" and that "revolution and

64education are the same thing." Furthermore the Cuban

program involved everyone; the Can not linked to national

institutions, not participating in revolutionary activi..y,

and thus not learning about the new Cuba, remains an anath-

ema to the regime. 65
In a sense the Cuban regime has

64
Fidel Castro, quoted in Educaci6n Revoluci6n ( "Uni-

versiciad Popular," 6th series)(HaVana: Imprenta Nacional de
Cuba, April 1961), p. 2. From Fagen, op. cit., following note.

65
Much of the above has been taken from Richard R.

Fagen, Cuba: The Political Content of Adult Education
(Stanford, Calif.: The hoover Institution, 1964), which in
addition to ran interesting introduction by the author (summar-
ized above), provides extensive examples from the materials
used in the Cuban program, presented in translation.

(
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offered one change, the Revolution, whereas Freire tacitly

proposes continuous, ideologically unspecified change; revo-

lution presented philosophically as a way of life.

One of the organizations which has facilitated the

spread of Freire's conception of social concientizaci4n has

been the Roman Catholic Church in Latin America. The influ-

ence of Catholic principles can be found related to almost

any social program in Latin America by nature of its near

monopolistic position in regard to religion; its political

and economic influence is also quite significant. Many of

the concepts developed by Dr. Freire and his educational

theories have been taken up by the "progreSsive" elements

within the Church hierarchy. Proscrersive bishops such as

Msgr.-Helder Camara of Brazil, the late Msgr. Manuel Larrain

of Chile and such men as Rev. Francisco Oliva of Paraguay

and Ivan Illych of Mexico, have all come to speak a similar

language of social awareness incorporating terminology

which Freire has developed. "DialOgue masses" have taken

place in which parishioners ask social and political

questions of the priest or make comments of their own in an

effort to effect concientizaci6n. Thb-Isnew left" of the

Latin America Church is shocking to the conservative and

traditionalist outlook of many governments and their counter-

parts in the hierarchy of the Church.
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The "new" priests are usually anticapitalist in senti-

ment, and many of their objectives are similar to those of

the Marxists. They call for sweeping land reform, natiov-

alization of many businesses and industries, and resistance

to "economic imperialism." Most take a stance which is

critical of American policies toward.Latin America, which

they alre inclined to view as exploitive. The Chilean

Christian Democratic Party has been a beneficiary of this

renewed search for social relevance within the Church. The

Chile -'n Catholic Church has actively sought to disassociate

itself from the traditionalist right, and since 1962 the

Chilean episcopate has gone so far as to support basic reform

in such traditional sectors as agriculture and education, in

addition to urging prompt attention to unemployment, mal-

nutrition and urban housing conditioEs.---n keeping with

this, the bishops of the Chilean proVinces of Talca and

Santiago donated lands owned by the Church for an experiment'

in agrarian reform that was to shape subsequent agrarian

reform legislation under the recent Christian Democratic'

Government. Still more recently the Church of Chile has

ordered the liquidation of all its remaining ]and, proper-

lies and securities (an estimated value thought to run into

several million dollars) and decided to base its future

financing on the voluntary contributions of its members.

The funds received from the sale of Church holdings are to
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be used in the construction of social service institutions

such as hospitals, with the intention that in the future the

Church will confine its worldly influence to that of a moral

force of humanitarian intent. In this way the Chilean Church

has projected a constructive image that has received increased

support from Chile's otherwise indifferent Catholic popula-

tica.. We might expect this new Church image to be particu-

larly pervasive in the future, especially given the leftist

orientation of the nation's politics.

Throughout the rest of Latin America it is likely

that the Catholic Church will be the greatest carrier and

propagator of concientizaci6n as a way to bring relevance to

the lives of the otherwise marginally poor and outcast..

Representative of this new effort is the example of Rev.

Francisco P. Oliva, formerly a Spanish Jesuit and now nation-

alized a citizen of Paraguay. Father Oliva is one of four

Jesuits that the 18 year dictatorship government of Pres-

ident Alfredo Stroessner has been consistently repressing

with the hope of their eventual extradition by Papal author-

ities. These iriests have been presenting plays and musical

works with pointed social meaning, and conducting "dialogue

masses" in the capital city of Asunci6n, designed to bring a

critical consciousness to the population. In doing so they

have suffered censorship, inconvenience and boycott by the

government on a regular basis.

9.
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For a little over a year this Church group published

a magazine in Asuncion entitled Acci6n. A representative

quote is as follows:

To the extent that (the peasants) reach greater consciousness,
fighting for change becomes an issue of life or death, since
it is the only hope and the only road if they do not want to
see themselves and their families condemned to live it mis-
ery forever. Po: that reason, the peasant with consciL,Isness
thinks, and he thinks with bitterness and anxiety; he does
not consider theoretical problems, nor does he entertain
irrelevant questions. He acts, and in acting progresses
because he has discovered. This in turn makes him go yet
another step farther. His steps are realistic and radical,
although also very comprehensive, challenging the environ-
ment and tbe processes of concientizacion in other
.peasants.4040

A year after this issue was published, the magazine was

forced to abandon publication. Father Oliva, meanwhile, had

had his telephone disconnected without explanation for a

period in excess of three'months in 1969. 67
Finally, the

government suspended the distribution of welfare to the poor

through the traditional Church channels, and decided to
owwww.011

66
Luis Farre, "El campesinado ante el cambio," Acci6n

(Asunci6n, Paraguay: Casa Am6rica), Vol. J., No. 3, August
1969, p. 15.

67
From an interview with Rev. Francisco P. Oliva in

Asunci6n, Paraguay, September 2, 1969. Father Oliva demon-
strated his complete dissafection for the ruling Stroessner
regime and exhibited considerable bitterness and frustration
with the official sanction bein7, imposed against him at that
time. He offered me the following definitions of terms de-
veloped at the Latin America bishops' conference in Medellin,
Colombia (August and September, 1968):

"Concientizar:" To awake a realistic consciousness,
aware of the problems of the community and the social struc-
tures.
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distribute it through its own organization. From this it is

altogether apparent that "concientizaci6n" remains a contro-

versial wow in parts of Latin America, although it has

demonstrated itself a tenacious aspiration of the more

recent (and. more-liberal) social doctrine of the Church. 68

It is not difficult to point out how Pault) Freire has

contributed to our understanding of educational theory and

demonstrated how his new ideas can be functionally applied.

A number of interrelated social, humanitarian and economic

"Estructura:" An autonomous entity with internal
dependency.

"Liberar:" To convert a person into an individual
capable of his own self-development.

"Mentalizar:" To realize that the effort to liberateman from unjust structures has to have absolute priority.

Father Oliva stated that the overriding objective is to makeman capable of overcoming all servitude.
68.

The Church as a social force in Latin Aterica fre-quently enjoys certain advantages over other groups involved'in social welfare programs. Very often they are in more in-timate and continuous contact with really isolated groupsthan even some national governments are. This is even morethe case when we consider foreign groups from other nations.The U. S. Peace Corp program provides an example in point.Language problems (even to the native), political alle-giances and responsibilities, and an inability to grasp thevalue system of the isolated groups make foreign personnelall but incapable of effecting concientizaci6n. (The Peace
_Corpsmission in Chile rejected the Freire method for use inits literacy programs for just these reasons). In thesecases local church groups may enjoy unique -advantages, bothtoday and in the immediate future.
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factors make his proposals infinitely attractive. First and

foremost, we should not forget the fact'that Freire's inno-

vations have probably been more effective in eradicating

illiteracy than any other method currently in use, and the

importance of this single fact cannot be emphasized enough,

given the extensiveness and complexity of the problems sur=

rounding illiteracy in the world today. The aspect of dia-

logue'develups a critical. rational and creative element in

the student, whose mind might otherwise remain sullen and

ingenuou8 ("education as a practic4 in freedom," as Freire

describes it). By discussing relevant themes, concienti-

zaci6n is capable of making the passive take interest and

paiticipate independently. Thege qualities and stimuli

allow the student to anticipate, and participate ini the

ongoing processes of change.

'The program offers the prospect of integrating

otherwise marginal groups into society by reaching those

that have never had the opportunities of traditional edu-

cation or offering a "second chance" to those that failed

-initially. Eased upon the argument and rationale of dialogue,

it tends to be meritocrstic rather than ascriptive by bene-

fiting those that are:inquiring, perceptive and anxious to

better themselves; the importance of-family backgroun',

while probably not eliminated, is minimized. Free from

ideologies or paternalist condescension, the psycho-social
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method provides a unique opportunity for, individual free-

dom and self-fulfillment. In this manner, and unlike

traditional education in Latin America, Freire's tech-

niques d.O not contribute to already archaic social struc-

tures, but rather anticipate unspecified new ones. By

using the anthropological definition of culture, the Freire

method underscoreg the importance and value of the common

ran and. popular culture. 69
Finally, the economic importanc.t

of*the method is signifidant, requiring a minimum of funds,

administrative bureaucracy and technological Sophisitica-

tion4
70

while poroviding the citizenry with the basic require-

ments for economic development. The merit of theSe advanz.

tages alone provides considerable argrment for their adop6.

tion in other programs and different nations, particularly

in the Third World, where populations are most anxious for

these benefits.

The application of the Freire method will be limited,

however. Significantly, the technique does not teach "life

adSustment," or "accomodation" as Freire calls it, whereby
.

69
These are precisely the qualities Freire considers

most necessary for the development of viable democracy.

70
It should be noted, for example, that the Freire

technique of concientizaci6n through dialogue does not re-
quire the expense and sophistication of instructional TV,
a facility frequently advocated to combat massive illiter-
acy in remote areas. In fact, Freire is quite critical of
television, which he considers exemplary of vertical, one-
way communication, and hence contrary to the dialogue he
advocates. Specially designed wall posters are all that is
required, although it may prove more convenient to _rise slidas,
as in Chile.

ti
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schools help young people to adjust to adult life by giving .

explicit and implicit instructions in the-norms and. roles

of the society that they are one .day expected to join. All

parehts naturally hope that their children will come to

respect and benefit from all that the parents perceive to

enjoy. The heuristic dialogue of the "circles of culture"

does not lend itself to the type of social indoctrination

that parents in most countries regard as important and "natural"

in the schools they have-developed to socialize their young.

Training in traditional children's schools accustoms the pupils

to hierarchical authority; the students are expected to look

up to their masters (the symbolically significant name for

teachers) while remaining presently docile, a word originally

intended to mean "teachable." These schools thereby recog-

nize and emphasize inequalities that are important because

they define differing social and political roles that tend

to endure throughout a lifetime: some are encouraged to lead;

while others are made to expectto follow. In the case of

exclusive schools, the tradition -of the uniform serves to

remind that each wearer is a member of a very special commun-

ity apart from (and very likely above) other 'contemporaries.

In this way traditional schools educate young people in ways

which will prevent them from becoming social misfits, rebellious

individuals dissaffected with the current organization and

functioning of society.



The Freire technique entertains objectives which are

quite the opposite. The psycho-social method makes one cri-

tically aware, and in so doing, points out the irrational-

ities and inconsistencies' in the present social situation.

Concientizacidn does not promote satisfaction, but rather

demonStrates the contradictions and Shorteobings that only

argument between interested parties can reveal, and inevit-

ably aspires to something better. The processes of concien-

tizaci6n discard myths and sympathies for empirical analysis

and resolute, personal action'that effect change in a pos-

sibly revolutionary, possibly radical, but always genuine

mannner.,

Because change is implicit in the program developed

by Freire, it is doubtful that his techniques will find

widespread application among the very young in any country.

There the overwhelming desire will continue to be that

children remain happy, respectful and become well-adjusted

socially. Nevertheless, it is quite possible that many of

his ideas will see application in secondary schools and

universities, as indeed we are witnessing the presentspro-

liferation of the seminar in the United States as a popular

and important teaching situation applied even in business,

and in certain aspects similar to Freirels "circles of

culture."
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UndOubtedly the techniques effecting concientiza-

ci6n could have important application throughout the world

among groups that are margin...1 to dominant cultures and

. have remained unable or unwilling to develop further their

own cultures. It can be argued convincingly that forces

of concientizaci6n have been at work within the Negro-

American population of the United States at this time.

Negroes are becoming increasingly aware of meaningless

disparities in American society affecting their well-being

and development. No longer satisfied with passively exist-

ing on the half-hearted concessions and paternalist conde-

scensions of the dominant ethnic culture, these people are

formulating their own plans and initiating:the development

of their own culture. This is the kind of self-assertion

that members of the dominant culture regard as normal and

healthy among themselves, and inasmuch as it can be respected

among renascent groups, it represents one of the greatest

hopes for self-help available to oppressed persons everywhere.
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APPENDIX A

THE BRAZILIAN DIDACTICAL MATERIALS

The didactical material-used in Brazil was intro-

duced in an initial stage of motivation, in which the

illiterate participants in the "circles of culture" were

asked to consider certain aspects of culture.. These were

designed to show that there is no such thing as the abso-

lute lack of culture among men. Culture, like knowledge and

learning, is relative and shared by all men. The three

following examples serve to illustrate both the concepts of

culture and the stage of motivation. 71

The following slide is projected showing an Indian

shboting birds with bow and arrows:

71
These examples are found in Paulo Freire, Lg educaci6n

Como prtctica Dle 1g. libertack, (Santiago, Chiles ICIRA, 1969)
pp. 112 - 114.

97
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The participants are asked-to list.the eleients'in the

picture that represent culture and nature, respectively.

Culture is represented in the bow, the arrow and the feather

worn by the Indian in his hair. When the participants are

asked if feathers are not part of nature rather than culture,.

they invariably respond that "feathers are part of nature as

long as.they belong to the bird. Later when man kills the

bird, takes his feathers and transforms them with his work,

they cease being natural. They become part of man's culture."

In the subsequent slidel the theme is the same; only

the man has changed:

;

While the Indian represents an illiterate culture, the

hunter pictured here represents literate culture. The only

difference is represented by the greater technological
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sophistication of the latter. Not only does this series

show that culture is relative, but that man has the capacity

to grow by using his creative spirit and work to transform

the world for hit benefit. The implications of education in

man's development are also discussed.

The following slide shows a cat which has killed two

micei

One intention of the above series, is to show the historical

development of the first two hunters and contrast them with

the third. The cat, as a hunter, lacks culture and histor-

ical development, the ability to learn from those that have

come before him. From discussion come all kinds of obser-

vations about man in relation to animals, Creative power,

freedom, intelligence, instinct, education and teaching are
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thereby introduced and debated. The illiterate has taken

interest in his position and considered the value of his

education. This provides the motivation that will carry him

onto the literacy training, per se.

The following presents a list of the seventeen "gen-

erative words" taken from the vocabular environment

investigated by Freire and his associates in urban settings

in the state of Rio de Janeiro and the district of Guanabara

and used in this stage of literacy training (see p. 34).

The words are presented in order without their respective

pictoral representations (which in the classroom were viewed

in association) but with some of the topics typical of the

discussion which might have taken place within the Brazilian

"circles of culture." This material is'transposed from the

Appendix of Freire's Educaci6n como prActica de la libertad,
72

FAVELA (slum) A discussion of the funda-
mental human needs: a) dwelling,
b) nutrition, c) clothing,
d) health and e) education. The
pictoral description of the
situation is discussed and its
various components debated,
heightening an abstract percepq.1
tion of the real and familiar."

72 Ibid., pp. 120 ff.

73 Following the pictoral representation of the topic,
another slide was projected showing only the generative word.
Subsequent slides broke the word down into syllables and
families of syllables. The technique is similar in this
respect to that employed in Chile. For a discussion, see



CHUVA (rain)

ARADO (plow)

TERRENO (plot of land)

CONIDA (food)

BATUQUE (an Afro-Brazilian
dance of consider-
able popularity)

P070 (well)

BICICLETA (bicy'le)

TRABALHO (work)

101

The influence of the environ-
ment and weather upon human
life is discussed: climate as
a factor in the subsistence
economy (of the area). :11-
matte variation and regional
imablance in Bra'il.

A discussion of the value of
human work. Man and technology;
the process of transforming
nature to serve mankind. Work
and capital. Agrarian reform.

Economic power is discussed.
Plantation economy. Irrigation.
Natural resources and wealth.
Preservation and defense of
national patrimony.

A discussion of malnutrition is
entertained. Local hunger arid
the importance of hunger on the
national scale. Infant mortality
and related diseases.

Popular culture is discussed.
Folklore. Learned culture,
:Jultural alienation.

A discussion of health and
endemic diseases. Sanitary
education. Conditions for the
provisioning of water.

The problem of transportation
is discussed. Collective trans-
portation.

A discussion of the transfor-
mation of the real world. The
valorization of man by his work.
Manual labor, technical and
intellectual labor. Crafts-
manship. The dichotomy between
manual and intellectual work.

pp. 63 - 68 of this manuscript. To save space, this
breakdown is not provided here, although this would normallyhave been the case for each generative word presented.



SALARIO (salary)

PROPISA0 (profession)

doVERNO (government)

!ANGUE (swamp into which
the population has
expanded; also the
zone of prostitution
in Rio)

ENGENHO mill )

ENXADA (hoe)

TIJOLO (brick)

RIQUEZA (prosperity,
wealth)
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The economic plane is discussed.
Salaried problems concerning
corporations. Social classes
and social mobility. The union
mogement. Strike and boycott.

The social plane is discussed.
Social problems concerning
corporations. Social classes
and social mobility. The union
movement. Strike and boycott.

The political plane is discussed.
Political power: executive,
legislative and judicial. The
role of the people in the
balance of political power.
Popular participation.

A discussion of the settlement
in the Mangue. Paternalism.
Imposed assistance ("asisten-
cialismo") . The ascendance of
these settlements from a posi-
tion of "object" to one of
"subject" (in the grammatica7.
context).

The economic development of
Brazil is discussed. The depen-
dence of the economy upon one
agricultural crop. Plantation
production. Agrarian Reform.

A discussion of techL!:ilogical
improvement and reform of
banking and agricultural struc-
tares.

Urban reform is discussed in its
fundamental aspects. Planning.
Relating various kinds of
reform.

A discussion of Brazil in rela-
tion to other nations. Meeting
the challenges of opposing
wealth and poverty. Rich nations
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and poor nations. Developed
and underdeveloped countries.-
National emancipation. Effec-
tive help among nations and
world peace.



APPENDIX B

SOME MIS APPLICATIONS OF THE PSYCHO- SOCIAL METHOD

The following three examples illustrate an improper

usage of some of the "mechanics" of the Freire method,

stemming both from an inadequate understanding of the

concept of concientizaci6n and a perversion of the intended

use of the psychd-sociai method. These exatplei come from

a church group literacy program in Bolivia. Each day a

certain .amount of space-in the local newspaper Acci6n

(Oruro,.Bolivia) was set aside for "generative words," their

pictoral representation and related reading material. These

particular examples provide illustrations of what Freire

calls "cultural invasion" (see p. 40) and an inappropriate

choice of ingenuous themes for discussion.?4

The first selection ("lecci6n 21"), features the word

" yatiri," which means witch doctor or fortune-teller, and a

corresponding pictoi.al representation familiar to the culture

of the illiterate that the program intends to reach. Accord-

ing to the psycho-social method, this is entirely acceptable

and appropriate. Unfortunately, however, the reading selec-

tion at the bottom of the page reads: "The yatiri reads the

future. We should not believe in the yatiri." This latter

74
These examples have been provided by Paulo de Tarso

Santos of ICIPA. From an interview, Santiago de Chile,
August 19, 1969.

104
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comment is a "cultural invasion," because it expresses an

opinion entirely foreign (and hence irrelevant) to the cul-

ture at hand. Secondly, for all its apparent reason outside

the culture, within the culture this opinion will appear

nonsensical and be instinctively rejected. In this manner

the program has failed in its intention to reach the illiter-

ate and provide him with a valuable technique-(reading and

writing) to be used in his growth and self-development.

In the second-example ("leccion 22"), the selection

on the right side of the page states: "In my neighborhood

there are many holes. The holes are full of water. Neigh-

bors fill the holes." This is an example of an ingenuous

theme, pathetically lacking in the kind of "meaning that

might capture the interest of a ral peasant or Indian

and effect the proper motivation and emotional response.

The illiterate acknowledges that there are chuckholes in the

roads that le walks, but he remains passive and unimpressed;

he has lived with the situation all his life and sees nothing

significant or meaningful in it. By failing to perceive the

illiterates! interests and provoke an adequate response, the

program has once again failed in its purpose.

The third and final example ("leccion 2!f".) presents

another example of "cultural invasion." The statement on

the left reads: "Sabina sews silk shirts. She sells (them)

cheaply to her neighbors." The poor and illiterate of
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Bol=ivia are unaccustomed to silk as either a commodity or

resource. Furthermore, were it available, it is doubtful

that it could be sold at a chap price to anyone, whereas a

"reasonable" price would make it unacceptable to Sabina's

neighbors. Silk is not frequently considered by the

Bolivian peasant, and there are significant reasons why this

is so. Once again this program has failed to fulfill its

purpose.-

3
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APPENDIX C

THE CHILEAN DIDACTICAL MATERIALS

The didactical material used in Chile is introduced by

an initial stage of motivation. Eight photographic slides are

shown, designed especially to introduce the anthropologically

defined concept of culture. This initial stage is then

followed by a seventeen-word series of "generative words".and

their corresponding pictoral representation, by which the

actual literacy training is accomplished.

For purposes of illustration, two examples of the

eight slides used in the initial stage 'of motivation are pro-

vided below. 75 The following is the first picture in the

series and depicts a peasant carrying an axe with which he

intends to cut down a tree:

75
The illustrations provided below and on subsequent

pages are xerox copies and photographic prints of slides used
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Discussing this situation, the class comes to take note of

the existence of a world of nature and a.world of culture.

Through work, man alters the natural environment, and with

his creativity, shapes his culture. The coordinator of the

"circle of culture" elicits the meaning of the situation

through a series of questions intended to provoke dialogue

and self-discovery. For example: "What is the peasant

doing?" "Who made the axe?" "What is the difference between

the origin of the tree and the origin of the axe?" "Why does

this man want to cut down the tree?" "How will he do it?"

Thereby the illiterate comes to realize that lack of

knowledge is relative and that there is no such thing as

absolute ignorance among men. The mere fact of being human

entails knowledge and: creativity.

The next picture, mhich is the seventh in the

motivation stage, shows a group of people in which a couple

is performing the cueca, a Chilean folk dance:

in Chile and made available for reproduction here from the
Department of Special Planning for Adult Education of the
Chilean Ministry of Education.



The class discovers that man not only creates instruments for

his physical well-being, but also uses his creativity for his

artistic expression and entertainment as well. This popular

manifestation of culture demonstrates an aesthetic sense as

legitimate in terms of vitality and beauty as other art

forms. The coordinator asks: "Why are these people dancing?"

"Who invented the dance and other ones similar to it that

you know?" "Why do men create music?" "Can a man who

composes a cueca be tl.great composer?" The situation aims

at indicating that a man who composes popular music is as

much an artist as a famous composer is.
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Following the initial stage of motivation, we enter

the stage of literacy training itself. A class session is

built around a word and a related picture; the group learns

that one can symbolize a real life experience by drawing,

reading or writing. The relation between the real and an

abstract symbol for the real is thereby graphically demon-

strated.

The following presents a list' of two different series

of'seventeen "generative words" used in Chilean literacy

programs (see above pp. 62 ff.) :'

case (house) cosecha (crop)

pala (shovel) cocina (kitchen)

camino..(road) vacuna (vaccine)

vecino.(neighbor)

zapato (shoe)

escuela (school)

ambulancia (ambulance)

sindicato (union)

compafitro (companion)

radio (radio)

harina (flour)

chiquillo (boy)

yugo (yoke)

trabajo (work)

guitarra (guitar)

arado (plow)

escuela (school)

familia (family)

ambulancia (ambulance)

companero (companion)

gallina (chicken)

riqueza (prosperity, wealth)

herramientas (tools)

gobierno (government)

yugo (yoke)

guitarra (guitar)

patrons (landlord)



fAbrica (factory)

pueblo (the people)

bicio1eta (bicycle)

trabajo (work)

Both lists were developed for use in rural section of Chile;

the second made especially for CORA programs.76 These words
_

are presented with pictoral representations in the form of

slides (for the fIxst list) or wall posters (as in the case

of the second list).

For purposes of illustration, we will present seven

pie)toral reproductions from the first list with relevant

"suggestions for discussion" provided from the explanatory

manual of the Ministry of Education. The first "generative

word" is oasa (house) and the relevant picture shows a

humble Chilean home and a family whose features are typical

of the lower class, instead of the prosperous middle-class

environment usually found in reading primers:

iflntif r. -- --..0-1,7,7,7,0Apri%17,773..-

NIL .411111111111114....1*

76
An interesting vocabulary has also been developed for

prisoners in Chile, including such key words as salida (getting
out), visita (visit), abegado, (lawyer), and 111)0E5E7 freedom).
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The objectives of concientizact6n require a reflection over

the following considerations: 77

- -The need for comfortable housing.
--The importance of housing
--The present housing situation in Chile.
- -The possibilities and ways of acquiring a house.
- -The types of housing that exist today in different

regions and countries, and the types of
housing man has had throughout his history.

--The problems of urbanization within settlements and
cities.

The following questions are suggested for discussion:

--What Should a house have in order to be comfortable?
--Do all Chileans have adequate housing? Where and

why do we have insufficient housing? Are there
adequate materials with which to build more
houses?

--What possibilities are there for Ohileans without
homes to acquire? Is the (national) System of
Saving and Loan acceptable or not? Why?

--Let's compare the houses of the rural areas with
those of the city. Why are they different?
Of what material and how are houses of the cold
regions and hot regions constructed?

The sixth "generative word" is escuela (school), with

the picture showing a peasant couple sending a son off to

school. The school house is of cheap construction, and

instead of a bell, a railroad track is used to summon the

students. There is a shield above the school house door

with the national emblem on its

77 There considerations and questions, and the following,
are transposed from the Ministry of Education (Chile),
Manual del mftodo psico-social Para la enseflaza de adultos
TSantiago, Chile: :santillana S. A. de Edicionesc,.196)t
pp. 12 ff.
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It is suggested that the following reflections be considered:

--The work of development accomplished in the schools
of a locality or place.

--The conditions in which these schools function: the
premises, furniture, didactical material,
number of teachers and students.

--The educational possibilities that children have in
a locality or place..

--The relationship existing between education and the
nation's economic development.

The following questions are suggested for discussion:

--What would become of the children of a locality if
there were no schools there? Should schools
only teach knowledge or concern itself also
with teaching good manners, forming good
habits, etc.?

--Should schools assist only the children that are its
students, or should it also assist the edu-
cation of the community and help it resolve its
problems? What should it do in this field?

--If a school does not have adequate premises, furni-
ture or working materials, what can be done to
obtain them?
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--What future educational opportunities are abailable
to the children of a locality? Where? Can
these schools assist all the students, or are
there students whO are not allowed to matricu-
late? Why are there children that fail to
register at school although there may be room
for them? What can be done to improve the
situation?

.;.-Does the economic development of the country open
new educational possibilities? Does education
contribute to economic development? How?

The ninth word in the series is compafiero (companion).

The picture shows two peasants in a classroom with a

teacher or coordinator of a -"circle of culture." They are

discussing the word compahero written on the blackboard:

; ,
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The following issues are considered:

--The necessity that humans have for companionship.
--The characteristics of a good companion in work,

recreation-or times of strife.
--Collaboration and: mman solidarity.
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The following questions are suggested for discussion:

--Is a man capable of-living alone? Would he be able
to enjoy a wardrobe, housing and tools for
work? Would he have a language?

--The life of a man and wife are made in companion-
ship because they complement one another.
How should a man treat a woman? As a servant,
an authoritakian, or an equal? Why?

--What are the qualities that we associate with being
good companions? How do we behave without
companions?

--What influence does cooperation have in the solu-
tion of individual and collective problems ?.
Do we need the solidarity of others?

--Should a man be an enemy or brother of another? Why?

The twelfth "generative word" is chiquillo (small

child), with the picture showing a youth stealing from a

vendor while asleep. The youth is apprehensively eyeing a

policeman who seems to have missed the incident:

,
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It is suggested that the following considerations are made:

--The responsibility parents have for the future of
their children.

- -The educational needs that new generations require
in our society as it evolves technically and
culturally.

--The different conditions of life that different
generations have.

- -The consideration that youth requires.

The following questions are suggested for discussion:

--What are the obligations that parents have for their
children? That are these obligations? Up to
what age should parents care for their child-
ren? Are these obligations extended only to
legitimate children, or also to illegitimate
ones?

--Does an order and harmony in family life influence
the character development of a child? How?

--What consequences does the mechanization of industry
in Chile have on the type of education now
required by children? Can a youth succeed
today with knowledge only of reading and
writing, as was once the case?

--What do you want for your children when they get
older? Are they destined to inherit the life
you have or do you want something better for
them? How can they attain better life?

--There are lazy and delinquent children. Why does
this occur? "now can we correct this situation?

- -Do children today live in the same environment that
we did in our childhood and youth? What is
different in their lives? Are they influenced
by movies, radio, television? dill youth today
have security tomorrow? Can youth feel entirely
free from the menace and danger of atomic war?

- -Youth today is accused of being hotheaded and .lacking
aspirations, etc. Does the majority of youth
have these defects? When we were young, didn't
they say that we were lost also?

The thirteenth word in the series is yam (yoke), and

the picture shows a man hitching a pair of cattle or oxen.

As in the other pictures the word "yu &o" is written below:
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It is suggested that the participants reflect over the

following considerations in their process of ooncientizaci6n:

- -The different ways in which we work, considering
the advance of progress.

- -The power of man, his dominion over animals and the
forces of nature, while making them work for
him.

--The importance of freedom. and its limitations.

The following questions are suggested for discussions

--Why do you see fewer oxen plowing the fields than
pulling carts? Why is the tractor preferred
now? Why is the truck preferred to the cart?

--Man is physically weak, but he has been able to
dominate animals as strong as the ox, the
horse, the camel and the elephant and make
them work for him. How and why has this been
possible? .

--Not only animals have been put to do man's work; we
also use water, wind and electricity. Why can
men take advantage of. the benefits of these
natural forces? Why has it taken so long to
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control the forces unleashed by the disinte-
gration of the atom? It is because man is more
intelligent today, or is it that he accumu-
lates knowledge which makes him grow stronger?

--The word "yoke" is used to mean servitude, dominion,
oppression, and it is said that oppressed
people struggle th throw off their yoke. Why
and for what reason do we defend freedom?
Should freedom be absolute, or have; limits?
Can I do what I want so long as I don't infringe
upon the freedom of others?

--Can one nation reduce the freedom of another nation?
What to we mean by being free? Is .Chile a
truly and completely free country?

The fourteenth "generative word" is trabaJo (work),

with the picture showing several men working together, appar-

ently lifting an object. One man is bringing something to

brace it with. Another man, dressed in a suit, is directing

the whole operation. A clock on the wall is visible in the

background:
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It is suggested that the following considerations be made:

--The necessity for work.
- -Specialization in work.
- -The right to work.
- -The evolution of the nature of work.

The following questions are suggested for discussion:

--For what purpose do we work? Who is really more
happy, the lazy person or the one who works?
In what conditions is work pleasurable, and
in which cases is it detestable?

--Why is there need for specialization in work?
- -Do we all do the work we like best? Do we all do

the work we have the most capacity for?
--Why are there people who do not work? Are they

lazy or can't find work? Is there always work
for everyone? Why is there talk of the right
to work?

--Have we always worked in the same way? How did
native Chileans work? What was the work of
our fathers and grandfathers like? Why is more
training needed today in order to work? should
a husband share in the work around the house
that his wife does?

The seventeenth, and last, word in the series of

"generative words" is pueblo (the people). The picture shows

a group of urban and rural members of the middle and lower

classes, as suggested by their dress:
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The participants in the "circles of culture" are asked to

reflect over the following:

--The role of the people in the progress of the
nation.

--The duties and rights of the citizenry.
--The need for better living conditions for the

people.

The following questions are suggested for discussion:

--Can the people influence the progresr: of the nation?
When is a society democratic?

--Who designates the government? Why is government
necessary?

--Who writes the laws? Who elects the legislators?
Who should benefit from the laws?

--Are we all responsible for the progress of the
country? Why?

--What needs do Chilean citizens have? How are they
fulfilled?

--What are the people's rights and how are they exer-
cised?

--Can the people live better than they do? What could
they do to live better? What are the factors
that keep our standard of living low? how can
we improve the present state of things?
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